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A new algorithm was proposed that will compute the number of times each piece of 
input data is made available to each. busines~ functibn. This algorithm also~-
termines the report levels uiliquely in an information system when they are not) 
initially known. In addition, a set 'of model component de~initions were .proposed 
which are to be used to collect and classify data from· a realistic information 
.system in preparation for constr~cting t~e model. These proposed definitions ~ 
and algorithms were tested on the forma_;J. information system of a manufacturing 
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The subject considered in-'this paper is the flow of data in a ., 
management information system. A matrix model originally proposed by 
Irving J. Lieberman and later generalized by Eugene D. Homer for 
analyzing the flow of data in a management inf.ormation system was ._I 
investigated. This model is intended to'~"depict · the flow of data in 
; an information system in matrix form. It is manipulated by an 
<. algorithm and 1s supposed to compute the number of times each piece 
of input data is made available to each business function. 
This model was analyzed using matrix algebra techniques to 
determine if there were any_weaknesses or limitations in its formu-
··1ation. As a result of -this analysis, it was-found that: 
1. Homer's mopel computes the number of paths that each input • 
could travel to each o~tput rather than the-number of 
times each input is made available to each output. 
~~. The model has a limitation in that all data on the input 
... 
' reports must be transferred to each report prepared from it; 
otherwise, the model will indicate paths that are non-
existent . 
.. 
A new algorithm was proposed that will compute the number of. · 
.. times each piece of input data is made available to each business 
function.· This algorithm also determines the report levels uniquely 
in an information system 1 when they are not initially k11own. In . 
.. 
addition, a-set of mo<lel component definitions were proposed which 
·' 
.-·,: 
are t-o- be used to collect and classify data from a realistic infor~- ----··-····--·---,·· I' 
,. .; ", ·r~ 
.,.. • • 
, .. . .. 
~ 
-"'Iii .... , -----... 
~:.-
~ , . 
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I' 
-· ~ ................................................................... ------~~·\t_..l!L 
, .. 
2; ?· 
mation system in preparation for constructing the model. These 
·~ .. 
proposed definitions and algorithm were tested on the formal 
" 
.., 
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A management information :system is. supposed to provide the 
., information actually needed. to control the business operations. Its 
. . purpose is to provide eff i.ciently and economically th·e inf ormatio~ 
needed for planning, direction, evaluation, coordination, and control . . 
.According to. James C. Miller (15, p. 609) an ideal information system 
should possess the following.characteristi"ics: 
"1. 
2 . . . 
Provide each level and position of management with all the information that can be used in the conduct of each manager's job. 
Filter the information so that each level and position of management actually receives only the information it can ·and must act on. 
3. Pro~ide information to the manager only when action is possible and appropriate •. 
4. Provide any form of analysis, data, or information 
whenever it is -requested. ~ 
5. Always provide information that is up to date. /1 
•l!-,i: 6. Provide information in a form that is easily under-stood and digested by the manager. ''· 
., . ., .. 
Accepting these characteristics as·being a reasonable description 
"'· 
of what an information system should do, there is the problem of 
a.naly.zing existing. information systems to determine if they actually 
' 
. 
'do these things. 
"<Q' 
·"" 
J A mathematical model int:roduced by~"Irving J. Lieberman (13) in 
. r . . 1956--, offers an app_roach to th~nalysis of management inforrr1ation -
system~,- from the data ·content viewpoint. This model· focuses atten-r 












tion oni the input data. collected, -the fl.ow of dat-a in the system, 
and the utility _of the -data. Matrix algebra techniques are used in 
the for~ulation of the model. This model has an advantage i~ that it 
# 
may be mathematically manipulated. The model is intended to compute 
·th·,e number of times each information system input is made available 
to: each inf ormatiort sy.st_e,m .~utput. Lieberman's model has appeared 
as appendice~ to ot;ttet references (9, 11), but without, further 
development o.r descriptlon of its actual application to an information 
. ., 
·.·.-,.,,,,, · ..... 
l,n 1-~ti:2., Eugene :n .• Hqper (aJ published a paper treati.ng a 
·_pfot>te°Jrr o.f :ni'o..del manlpu.lat:-ion that could be encountered when applying 
the Lieber..ma;n _mqQe.l t·o a realistic ma1.1~g~-m_e:Ilt information system. 
-,Homer revleweci_ Lieberman.' s model in his pap __ ¢r and. ,point.e,d .out that 
applica:t1on .of this model to a realistic in:fo:rmatio.n system wo.uld b.e 
·virt..ua.lly impossible; since, in a realistic inform·at.1on system, it may 
n(rt b~ possibl·e to··identify the repo:rt levels and to construct ma-
t.:r.ic·es that are conform.able f·or multiplication - . p.ecessa1y require-
)nents before .Lieb.e·r.man'·s. ·.tn94el c,an. be .mani.p.u·1ate.d •. Homer, however,· 
. l . 
h~s developed .a gene.ra:lized· .matrix model, i'·noor.p·orating Lieberman's 
., . 
:moq;¢1 components, and an a.lgorithm for .fuan_ip-ulat.i.ng this model which 
does not require cla~sification of r~po~ts into levels. There has 
not been any published material. cte·sC!.;,i.b-i-ng_ ·the app.lication of Homer's 
model to a realis.tic J.nf:ormati·on s:yst·em. 
As a resolution of an issue .r,aised by Homer in· discussing 
Lieberman's paper ·concerning .th:e: :Identification of report levels, 
, . 
( 
· .... -· : \ . 
• 
' !t: 
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Alan W. Steinberg (20) has $ug;.ge.$t~d· t·hat .con.n.ectivity matrix 
techniques may be used to determ.i'n.e repo.rt _le.vels uniquely. 
· A preliminary at:t.em.pt- b¥,: th¢ author 1of t:his thesis to apply 
.:.Home.r's model to a .reali·~ft,i¢. inf.o·rmati:on· sys:t:.em 'r~.v~al.ed several 
aspects of this model',' oo.tl) ~.het>re.ti.cal ancl: Q.p·e)t:a.t.J:pµ~l, which 
·• 
warrant furt'h·er s·tudy~. 
Objective of thi·s Thesi.~ 
'Th·e fundamental obj ectiv~ o:f: :tJ1i .. $ t.hes'is· is_ to ·st.u¢y from 
'.i· . 
theore:ti.cal ~µd operational. v:ie.w.po';i..tit~ t:he.: :.gJ~.neral.i':ied model devel-
.. 
. oped: by ·Ho1J1e.r~' :To be·: mo:re s.peci{ip.,. th.e ·model ·.f'o·rmu·:tation and the 
m·odel :c.ompone:i1t:s derini'tio·ns w'i:.11 be ·an·.?lyze:d to d:eterml.ne if there 




applioat iqn :a:nd t Q p-ropo.s-e J:mpJ·ovei;nent:s in ei the~ of: these· two areas. 
;' 
.A·s.:··a :·f·.ina:l .. $t'ep tn .this .st.ud.Y, t.h.e model (incorpor~·ti.ng :any proposed 
improveme:nt·s) w,ill be i1·ppJ.ied :to· a realistic information: system. The 
:purpose is to, t-e~s:t the: µiodel' s ab.il.ity to. r.~]:>resent an i11f·or.m.at ion 
, 
,\ 
system within. the· f'::ra.m·ewo:rk of it.s .. iritet1cied purpose. 






























Mathematical Model Back:gJ·~ound; 
Introduction 
The purpose of :thi•s .. G·;tia_ptl~r, is to pre·sent, ·backg.ro:und material _ 
.  ' 
concerning. the matrix model .in pr.epara.tion.for·.critically analyzing.· 
this model in Chapter III. Accordingly, Lieber~an's mbdel, Homer's 
j 
generalized model, and some no.tes on the use of connectivity matrix 
techniques by Alan W. Ste:tti:b,~-rg a.re presented._ 
Lieb~rman's Model 
Introduction. The formulation of Lieberman.'s tnod.e:1 :be_.gi-ns·with 
the assumption that a series of report levels ~-re -.knovin.:. .In essence, 
Lieberman constructs an input-output mat.-rix .for ·:each report level. 
-· 
Lieberman'·s -matI."j.ce_s- possess the pro.p:erty, that for n report level 
ma{ri--~e$) the row beadings of the ·jth level matrix are equal to the 
·cqlurrip; headings of the j-1 th level matrix where j is -equal to 2, 3, 
·.- ·,. . . , n-1. The report level m·atric.es -re~a t e· input data to sourc.e .. 
''~'I,· docu·m·en:ts,. s,gt1:r_ce documents to• r-Erp·o·rts:.,. · ~re:ports to reports, and 
,re.ports to business functions. Becaus·e of tJ1e: above'· property, the 
•. 
matrices are comf ormable, for mul°tipl·ication and may be multiplied· 
.... t·og_e.t·her to determine the r~lationship between t·he rs·t level inputs 
'I 
• ~ a11a· the nth level outputs or between any other two selected levels. 
~ ~' 
·· .. · -- Definitions. Before the input--output matrices-·can be· constructed, 
symbols and terms are required to represent and -define the input 
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7 
up the row and column headings. The following are Lieberman's 
-· .I 
symbols and terms as prese~ted by Keller and Shahin (9; p. 259): 
i 
"a stands for business function .- a set· of managerial activities which are as~igned to and separate ·the· organizati .. on into the control or action -taking· segments." 
,, 
-C stands for a class of info·rmation - one or more pieces of data haiing all 6ommon qualities - ~ differentiation 
_between the kind of information a11g its quantitat;ve measure. W~, therefore establish two-different types of classes of· inf ormat,ion. ,, 




q symbolizes quantitative information - that which establishes / a numeric measure, for example., number of hours, number of people, number of pieces ordered. +J All information, regardless of class,. is ente~ed on a·form or- document." 
· 
F means form - two documents are the same form if they have all of the same classes of information and no other clas§es. For instance, tim~ cards are of the same form, but are different ·documents for either different person or for the same person for different ·days_.'' 
•·· 
S stands for source forms - one of two types of forms and those upon which. quantit·ative information is r~corded for the first time and then is not obtainable from any other form through using some operation or combination of operation~.~ 
'' 
. 
R rep~esents repo·rt forms - those forms generated from per-forming an operation or combination of operations on source 
... farms.'' 
·" 
_Matrix Construction. Lieberman's input-output ~atrices, one 
·. .. 
-~ 
constructed for each report ievel, a.re Boolean matrices; i.e.,. the 
' 
., 
entries in the matrices are eithe~ b or 1. For each report level, all 
inputs are listed as row he.a.dings and··i.all outputs ~re lis.ted as .. . -. -, - "'" ~ 
. 
~- .. _ 
l 
column headings •. Each aij_:cell_is filled with a 1 if the 1th inpu:t 
• 
·: 1 • 







• ti • 
..._ 
.. .. pre~are th~-j~h ~.:U!P~~-~ th~_ E+~j qell is fill_ed__with ... a.-0. One--···.-----··---···.----· ---' -'-~':"'·~"---- ----------"- · -·· 
:.•Y 
- '.} I •• 
• • ••• - •. ~ 
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8 
restriction is placed on the order of the row and column headings. 
• The order of the row headings must be identical to the order of th.e 
... 
. . colUDU1 headings of the preceding report. -level matrix . 
. The following example · illustrates the report level matrix 






































Rl R--2 R-= . ·3: 
l 1 0: 
I ··1-•. ., 
('~: 
-Mi -- ql l 
1-
=o· .. 1- ' 
-0 
1 
.• l. .).. , 
-1" 














Report level matrix M1 shows the input·: .(:i~t~ actually ret:orded _ on the 
source documents. Matrix M2 shows the_ source documents used to pre-
pare a set of out~ut repo~~~! 
. - . . ·6: ·: :: ij . . ~~ •. : Finally, matrix M:3 show-s the· reports 
that are used for the buiiness functions. 
Manipulat"i-on. Lieberman's -matrices are manipulated by_:_~ 






~- : .l". 
,)•' ••• 1 .,., 
. ·.. ~ 
:9: 
--
however, the associative law of matrix multiplication ·holds. Thus, 
~ 
_for n report leyels, the multiplication would be: 
- -
(M0 ). The matrix product of this multiplication is a resultant 
matrix wh'ose rows- are the rows of M1 and whose columns are tb_e columns 
are the co:lumns of Mn. A large~number of resultant matrices may be 
-
obtained,; ;tlow.ever, this. depends on the row input·s and CIDlumn outputs 
tna:f are of. inter.est •. 
r 






























Interpretation. ·• Lieberman makes two _interpretat_tqri·$' of his 
I 
,model. First, the first level matrix may be analyzed to determine 
·t·he amount. of da.t:a. ·contain·ed on :e·ach source document. Each row oJ: . . ,, '•. ·. . .. . . . . . . . . .. ,. .. .. 
:.:.~. 
M1 may be :summ,~d~ to :det··e·r.nfine the number of times each -input (i .or q_l 
is repeated_. Tl:.le. co.lunm.s. may be summed to determine the relative 
•• ~ "!"'. - ,, 
amount of ,data oh each source document. Second, the resultant ma.t:,t±xi 
.. ' may be analyzed. In Lieberman's words (-13, -p. 334): 




-·available to --each ·of · the ·business f un·ctions -. The. nwnber of times this information is available to each function is ·indi·· 
cated by the number at their intersection. . Th.is· g:l ves a measure 
of the redundancy ... in· the processin·g." 
,( 
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The previous example may be int.erpreted as follows: Beg'inning 
with the first level matrix M1 , • 
.. , 
. ·\ ·~ 
S1 S2 S3 ' Row Sum 






I ~•I 1 ·i ···2 
I ··-J·.\ 
i~\': 
'I. ,1 ·~,~ ... 
.... ,.~ .. fi\\ M1 - ql 1 ·er;·. 1· 
.,/.'< 
3 . 
q2 0 1 p. 1 
q3 1 l 1 3. •' 
~ <}olunm :Sum 4 ; 3 ·4. 
The row sums sh.ow· that i 1 is re:p~ate.d tw.t.~.e-?·····12 is repeated three 
times, etc. Th~ column sums indtc·ate: that s1 ·and s3 cont-ain the same 
number of data points and that the .,number on s2 is less than on s1 
and s2 . Finally, the resultant matrix M1M2M3 , shows that i 1 is 
• available to B1 three times, i2 is a~~ilable to B1 four times, etc. 
' Informal Systems·. Lieberm~n' s .model ma.y al:s·o·: be· used to · 
investigate an informal information system·- fh~ v~rbal c9~unications 
among individuals within an organization. In this case, the row and 
column headings are defined· differently·. 
. 
. 
(Informal systems are nbt .. 
~considered in this thesis.) 
Homer's Model 
Introduction. There are··two differences between Homer's mod.·~l 
. ~ 
and L·ieberman' s· ·model. . ·-· . L These differences are the initial matrl~ ... 
model formulation a.nd the method of manipulation. The results of 
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f ram Lieberman's model. Also, tl,ie t·erms presented by L:te erman 
apply to Homer's model. 
---·---~-
.. 
Homer, however, recognized that thez;e are cases where Lieberman's 
model cannot be manipul1:1:ted. In ·Homer's words (8, p. 503): 
· "With all the potential power that the Lieberman model 
possesses, it -is, indeed, unfortunate that it is almost im-
possible to apply it to a p~actical situation! The illustrative 
examples [11] [13], all neatly categorize the components of a· 
system into data, source documents, various level reports, and 
business functions. Actual cases do not exhibit Such clear-
. _.,-cut characteriStics. Following are conditions which hinder 
. ' the establishment of the model; Conditions which the author 
has more frequently found present than missing in actual cases: 
J;. Cases where it is extremely difficult to define the level 
of a report, because it is prepared not only ;f:rom jth level 
. .. 
:reports, but also reports of level j - 1, j ... 2, etc. 
2. Similarly, c;ases where business .functions are pE!.rformed J:tPt 
only on the basis of nth level reports, but on. Tower level 
reports as weJ{-:. 
3. Cases Where sorne. business funCtiOhs· are perforrne~ .at ·the · 
n + 1. l,~v.e-~ ;: others at lower- levels.-. 
4. Cases where item.s- Of data ·enter a sy:i;;t.E;i!Jl at sorne level, 
h._:ighe:r than j = 1 .. 
1. 
5. Cases where reports are p;repared outside the S-Cope of the 
Study (outside the enterprise, often) and enter the system at 
.some relatively h~gh level. 
6. Cases· in which s<>me Rk(j/ is a t_erminal report for some j < n; 
such as records primarily historical in·na:ture, or summary re-
ports prepared for use outside the scope of the study~· 
Some conditions res~lt tn a series of matrices which are in-
Coml)atiblf3 for multiplication, fo:r the row h~adings · of Mj,,arEi 
not necessarily identical to the column headings of Mj-l· 
1
ln HomeI°' s pa.per, Rk(j} refers to the k_th,repoi-t at th¢' J.th level. 
,. . ,.. ~ 
1'· 
-.~. 











Homer presents two methods of overcoming the above conditions . 
The first method is simply to add appropriate rows and columns to ~ach 
' 
report· 1evel matrix farcing the matrices to be c..onformable for 
~multiplication-~- Hi.s second method is of more: interest and is presented 
below. 
· General Matrtx Mod·e1. The second and more general model pre-
sented by Homer is a s_ingle input-output matrix S used to represent 
.a-n inform~t~on system. The matrix S is constructed in a manner 
~ similar t O Lieberman' S report level ma.t_r.t·c·es ;· i.e., an a· · cell is 1J 
-filled with a 1 if the ith input ·.ts ·us·e·a to. prepare the jth output: 
.. 
the c.ell . filled with () i-s ·the ith input . not used to 
or a .. 1S a 1S ·1J ~~ 
...... 
prepare the· Jth output. 
T~e entire procedure for -U$iit)g: :Homer' .. s :rnpd~1: :may: b·e· stated as 
-~ 
an algorithm (8, p. 508): 
... 
Let, d. ith item of data Ji -. 1 
Rk - kth report 
Br - rth business func·t±on. 
-· 
•' . . 
,., l. Establish a row for· ea·ch. d_i. :ELn.d: .. Rk -in .i:~e- information 
syst.~m. 
_2.::. ·Estab._l_i:sb::: a column for· e:ac-!1 ~k. :apq. :B::r- in t}le_ .1-nfor.mat ion 
, ..... system.· 
:3. Insert a 1 in each c·ell to ,r.epre.sent an item: of data appearing 
on a report,· one report us~cf: to produce another, and a report 
used to preform a bti'siness function. 
4-;- Insert a -1 into each cell formed by the intersection of 
,fll!!Ellifl't -- --- ··-·· - ~ •',• ... -
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Fill all other cells with O. [ 
Analyze the matrix Sas follows: • 
I 
a. Remove any column containing only zeros. The corres-
:p·onding report. or business fun1cti9n is o·utside the scope 
of the information system. 
.. b. Remove any row contaitif11g :only zeros. The corresponding 
tnput data or report is not .~ component of the · information 
~ystem. 
·.<f. Remo.ve·- :~ny column Whos:e. ~n1.y· nonze.rc'.>': .f3nt .. ry is a -1. 
T·he :c·om.·pon·ent represented b.y· th) .. s coluµin,. is ~ctually an 
d. Remove any row wh·ose only nonz·er:o. ~nt r·y is a -1. The 
comp<>nent represented by this J;QW 'is actually an output . 
~-- If application of the above:: f:our rules remove both the 
-'tow and column representing the same component, t.hi s in-
dicates this component is pot a.- :mentl;Jer of the system being 
analyzed. 
7i, Identify t-he ,s·o·1u:ti9n area as the. group of cells formed by 
the intersect,ion of input rows and .output columns. The 
input rows and output columns are lines of the matrix which 
do not contain any -1 entries. 
' 
8. Perform the elementary operation,_ interchange of two paral-
lel lines,· .to make the solution area contigious. This I, 
' -
operation, however, is not ab~olptely necessary. 
if ~ -• -
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9. Perform elementary column operations to reduce to O each entry 
,, 
. 
in _an output column- other than those entries in ~be solution area. 
This is accomplished by starting with the las~ row containing a -1 
I entry and adding appropriate multiples of the column containing 
this -1 entry to the corresponding row entries in the output 
.cn-lumns.. Systemmatically, proceed up through the matrix to th~ 
,,,: ·. next: . -1 entry and repeat the process. Continue th:is process until 
•r., 
,all nonzero entries in the output columns, other than the s.olution 
" a:rea, are reduced to zero. 
10·._ The resulting values in the sol-ut.i.on are:a. are the solution to, 
:t:be algorithm. 
The same example used to illustrate Lieberman·' s model is presented 
below to illustrate the·algorithm. 
Let, S = initial matrix model 
S*= matrix model after manipulation 
S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 B1 82 B3 
. 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
. 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 
ql 1 0 l .Q 
.O· 0 0 0 0 
q2~ 0 l o· ::0. .0 0 0 0 0 
q3 1 .l ,_.. l :o. 
. 0 0 0 0 0 
:s· - S1 -1 ·o· : ... ·(j ,, i l. ;'. 0 0 0 0 
-'1 0 ·' :1 S2 0 0 1 0 0 0 .. 
S3 0 ,Q 
-1 l 1 l. .o 0 
..o'-"' 
R1 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 :1 0 0 . 
·"' 
" 
R2 ·• 0 O· -o: 0~ -1. 0 :o l l ,, 
... , R3 0 0. o· 0 0 ., 1 )., ~1 l, 
• ··ot 
---~--. -
. - .. -d- -:- - --- -:,_-:- - ----- ---- - -
;. 
·. -. 
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.. · 
The solution area is the submatrix outlined in the upper right corner. 








































































































o: 0 .0 
:Q: 0 Q, 
Comparison of the above solution area with the resultant matrix of 
Lieberman's model shows that Homer's algorithm computed identical results . 
. ' Mathematical proof of the above algorithm is presented in the 
appendix of Homer's paper (8, P. 511). The proof covers both the special 
case where matrices are conformable for multiplication and the general 
case where matrices are not-conformable for multiplication. 
The following benefits are claimed by Homer·for this model (8, p.51~: 
"l. No attempt need be made by the analyst to force reports tnto 
classification by level. 
2. Computation is greatly simplified in· .. that only elementary 
colµmn operations are required.·. 
. ' 
3. Inputs and outp:uts of the system .are_· immediately ident.ifiable, · 
· as are components outs.ide the scope of. the study . 
• 
~ 
--- --- ---- - --· 
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4. The sequence ... in which components are listed is immaterial. No.time or effort ~eed be spent in ordering_data. 
5. Because of. its simplicity, tle method is well.adapted to simulating the effect of changes in the system. 
6. Any intermediate results (analogous to some Na,b where a ~ O, b < n) can be obtained by defining "input rows" and '' output columns" to be the rows and columns of the matrix of ·the desired result, and forming the solution area accordingly. Any Na, b so obtai.ned can then be used to compute Na, c ( c>b) • '' 
.Steinberg's Notes 
Introduction • Alan W. Steinberg noted.that there are similarities 
. among thre~ managem~nt science-models and that these mode_ls might be 
a11alyz.ed by connecttvity matrix techniques. ln his words (20, p. 341.): 
''Pert Networks, Parts Explosion Charts, and Bueiness System data flo~ patterns are (or can be) characterized by a network whose only abstract constraint appears to be con~ sistency, i.e., the absence of circular ~aths within the net-work .. The Parts Explosion model (the expanded Gozinto graph) and Pert Network are conventionally represented in this fashion. A 'Data Flow Chart' can similarly be constructed for the Business System Model." 
"A connectivity matrix A can be constru~t·¢.d ·f:rom stich ,. :networks as fol lows: 
·t.et · aij = 1 if the stated· condttioJ1 ·bolds .artd O otherwise. 
-
1. IN A PERT NETWORK: if event i\directly precedes event j; 
2. IN A PARTS EXPLOSION: 
• '!(.• 
if part (assembly) i appears on the parts list of j; 
· 3· •. IN A BUSINESS SYSTEM:· if the element of data (or report) i is directly used in the preparation , (or in the performance) of the report (or business function) j. '' 
Connecti~ity Matrix An~lysis. A connectJYi ti_. matrix _represents-----·--·--- .. -·· .. -- -·--- . . . ---·~- - -~·. -- - ·- - -·· • .t .. -·- .. - ... --- -
a·n~~work· by showing interconnections among the nodes. All nodes in 
. "J.·~-~-·· 










.·_ ,\ -:. :, __ ;, 






network and· also 1.s column headings ·in the same order.· Ea9h aij 
cell in the matrix is filled with a 1 if the 1th node~is connected to 
jth node; _otherwise, the cell is filled with a 0. By definition, the .'P 
cells along the main diagonal are filled with zeros_ .. If the network 
represented by the connectivity matrix is consi~t:ent, the connectivity 
matrix is an upper matrix. 2 
Steinberg notes that the following properties of a connectivity 
. . 
matrix A raised to the nth power are useful for analyzing the three . 
.. 
. man~gement science models. In his words (20 p. 341): 
''i. If aij (n) 1' 0 there is an 'n step' path from i to j, 
2. If An+l is the lowest power o~ A for which column j is 
J empty, then the longest·path within the network terminating 
at j is an 'n step' path, and similarly, if An+l is the · 
iowest power of A for which row i is empty, then the 
longest path within the network originating at i is an 
'n step' path. 
-3. If the network i~ consistent, there is some integer N for 
which An+l = O but An 'F- O. For this integer N, the matrix 
t.., B = A + A2 + • . . + An has· the obvious property that bij indicates th~ presence or absence of at least one path for i t O j . ,, 
·w:·ith respect to. l)t.isiness system analysis, Steinberg suggests that 
I :t··he· notion of maximum path lengths associated with individual nodes 
........ p:to:vi-des a unique def.in:itJon .of r~port _l~.,vel. 
,> 
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matrix A wher'~ aij = 0 when i · ~ j . -
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Critical Analysis of the Matrix Model· 
. . 
Introduction · 
The intent and purpo;se· .of this chapter is to.- analyze critically 
.. 
the matrix model to det:erm-in·e. if there are any weaknesses in its 
structure and limitations: in ·its ·use. In this connection~ the model 
formulation is analyzed, th:e· model component difiniti.oiis are dis-
cussed, and improvement~ :p:ro,posed. 
Model Algorithm An:a).ys:is 
To assist th'ls analysis. the fallowing hypothetical management 
information system was selected from Homer's paper, (8, p. 501), to 
use as an example: 
Rl R 2 
dl 1 0 
Ml 1 0 d2 ,. -
d3 0 .1 
t 
;, 
d.4 o·. J 
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This example has three report levels, and these report level matrices 
are conformable for muitiplication as described by Li~berman. Per-
.. 
forming the multiplication produces the following products: • 
2 
0 
















d5 •. 4 . 
1 














C:onside:r ·the three report l~vel matrices M1, M2 , and M3 • There 
is no doub_t- that R1 has d1, d2, and d3 recorded on it because by 
·, Lieberman's definition R1 is a source d9cument. According to M2 , R1 _ 
is used to prepare R4 and R7 • Finally, . R7: is used for business 
.fun·ction B, as shown in M3 . Observe that th·e .res·u1t~t1.t matrix, 
M1M2M3, shows that ct1 .. is made availa.b:le. to B1 once.. Now, assume that 
in preparing R7 d 1 is not transferred to R7 from R1 , but all other di 
on R1 are transferred. (Note that making this ;a.S .. sumption does not 
. alter M1., M2, or M3 · in any way .. ) 
not be.available to B.l as computed 
., 
__ , __ . .,. .. - ~-- ~~. , . ·;1, ... -.... 
only p~th Jo.r d 1 t,,o B1 is through 
If this is the Gase~ then d1 would \ ., . 
by the product M1M2M3 because the 
<· -~,. 
. .. 
R7 and by hypothesis, R7 does not 
have d1 recorded . on it. Thus, .t:pe r,Efsul tant matrix, M1M2M3 , would be-
in error. This argum~nt indicates t·hat the model has a limttation • .. 1, ~ 
Ali of the data on an input report must be entered onto each oµtput ) 
< 
___ :report prepared from it. Otherwise, - the r~stiltant ~atrix .w111·· s~r' dat-a 
"' 




\ t ' • 




 ..... __________ , ____ ·t,: __ .;,:,,,.: __ · : ... 
:.':'.. 1' 
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b 
Kozmetsky and Kircher commented on this point (11, p. 280), 
"Note that the 'l' shows the information is available and that some of it is· used, but not that all the information [ ' ] ~ items from the particular Fs sou~ce document appear on the · FR [report] . " 
.. 
,They do not suggest any mod.ifications, .but they point out that the · 
resultant matrix could be in·er:ror because of this . 
., , 
According to Lieberman, the resultant matr!X·product, M1M2M3 , 
will indicate the number of times each d- is made available to each 1 
Br· It this is true, then the product M1M~3 shows that d5 is 
" 
available to B1 four times, to B2 seven times, to B3 two tim~s, etc:. 
Lets draw a flow network of this, example and observe b·ow thes,e multi-
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.. Consider, as one example, the .~5 B5 . cell of the: product M1M2M3. 
J\ccording to this, d 5 is. made av.ailable to, B5 six times. From .the r, 
1' -; • 
. ~ -~ ' . ' .... . 
... . 
......... -.~····'•·•"'-...... - .. 
' .. 
___ ,_.. · .. · -\ 
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network, enumerate all of the paths ov~r which d5 travels. There 
. ~ 
are six paths (-sbown as dotted~ lines) all together and they are as 
follows: 
(1) ·ct 5 Rl R4 BS 
(2) d5 R1 &, _B5 
t'-





• .... . lj> (4) d5 R2 R7 B5 
.-;,,·· 
:,: . (5) d5 R3 B5 . -~· .. 
(6) d5 R3 R7 B5• 
"' 
.ijot'e that t.he number of paths · and the n.u-mb_::~r· of· time$ d5 is made 
:a,vailable to B5 coincide e:ic"act,ly ;;, .. ·r-h·is is, no-t a coincidence because 
this same correspondence may be shown fo.r all the other di Br cells. 
Assume for the moment that Lieberman'·.s inter·pretation that his 
.resulta1:i't matrix shows the number of times each d- is made available 1 
.. 
·to eacp B._r is c·orrect .: Fro111 the s;ix paths listed above., note that 
· R7 apparently has d 5 recorded on it three times since R1 , Ri., and R3 
are used to prepare R7. Similarly, -R4 has d5 recorded on it twice 
L • /,-•- -· 
.. 
and a6 has d5 recorded once. If this is the case, then his inter-
pretation is correct. ·This ·assumes, however, that multiple--·recording 
Rccur,s of identical data oq. a r-eport or that report p~eparation -is· 
similar to a parts ·assembly proces.s. ·For example, consider the 
network as representing a parts assembly process wher~ di are input, 
·parts, . Rk are subassemblies and Br are final assemblies. In this 
. 
. 
situation there is no doubt that -part ~5 ,is used 6 times in final 
,_ . ~.. . - ··-·-' -- -- . -- .... -· . - ·, . . . --·· . ·- .~ 
... - 1 · 
,. 
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·a-3 respectively; R1 , R2, and R3(3 d5's) go into R7; R1 and R3 (2 d5's) 
go into R4 ; R2 (ld5 ) goes into R6 ; and R4 , _R6 , and R7· (6--d5's) 
go into a5 • 1t does not seem logical, however, that the data pro-
cessing mechanism uses 4he data more than once in preparing a specific 
report even thoug~ the same dat~ may be available from several sources. 
Thus, this analysis shows that Lieberman's interpretation of his 
resultant matrix was not completely incorrect. The author of this 
thesis contends that the resultant matrix shows the number of possible 
paths ·-that each dj could travel over to each Br rather than the nurn-
, 
Ji;.:~ 
ber of times di is available to B~. This assumes that multiple 
recording of the same data does not occur. Since Homer's algorithm 
computes a submatrix identical to Lieberman's resultant matrix, this 
interpretation applies to Homer's model also. ,· 
This poses the question of how to ct:etermlne the number of times 
.. 
each di is -made ava_ilable to each Br. Consider the first report ,; 
level matrix M1 •. There ~s no doubt that· d1 , d2 , and· ct5 are recorded 
on R1 because R1 is a source document and by definition d1, d2, and 
ct 5 are recorded on it initially. Next, consid~r the second repor~ 
level matrix M2 and the ~atrix product M1M2 . A 1 in the R3 R4 cell 
of M2 indicates that R3 is used to prepare ~4 • If all of the data on 
a"ri: input report were entered onto each output report prepared from it, 
all of the data on R3 would be transferred to R4 • ·The matri~ product 
her of times each di is available to each report. Assuming that 
",:• . 
·--. ~----·-· --.,..--,- ----·-------- - --. ---·- .... 
--·-·---- ---~-----~--~- -·- . -··. -· --"'"""". --··- ........... ---:::<·-
·mu:Ittp'le "recording of----1dentical data does not occur, the· ·matrix P.ro-
l ' r 
-dµct MiM2 cou-ld be rewritten as a Boolean· matrix to ·show·"which di ~ 
J· 
l ,. 
-::··1_1 .•. 'i. 
1' ·· .. ..-;:,·,·:·~\· "'.~-~'. .. !,' .,. ··,, • ., . ". ., ..• 
I 
I 
~--. . :·.: .. ,-·:_·.:·-~.i:--~}tji':~.c-·~: 
-.,., .. ·.,<..i•"l,-.. 
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,._ 
are recorded on each Rk. M1M2 may be rewritten as a Boolean, matrix 
by converting all non-zero entries to l's. (The stlperscri~t B de-
notes a matrix product transformed into a Boolean matrix.) The 
Boolean matrix (M1M2)8 then becomes equivalent to the first level 
matrix M1 with respect to showing the input data di actually recorded 
on the second l~vel reports. 
R4 R5 R6 R7 .. " 
d 1 0 0 1 1 
d, 
·2 1 1 0 1 
-~-
(M M ·)B 1 2 d3 :0. ,0 1 1 
d4 1 1 1 1 
a·· 1 l l l 
',• 
·5 



























Comparison of· the number of paths from matrix M1M2M3 , with the number 
.. 
r~.... ·l-. 
· of _times_ available from proposed matrix (M1M2 ) 8 M3 shows that each di 
. . 
B cell of the latter is equal to or r·ess than the formeJ." __ ~ _ 'rb.e. r -· :. 
.. ____________ .... ----· .... ...... .. ...... -_... ,._ -·.-- ------.-. • . - .· ·,,-;--r ....... . .... ·-· -- . - ·-·- ·•·-~-------- .. ·--· .. ··-·-· -· 
__ .. '·-- ... ,.... . ... - . ---·- .... ·--·- -· - .... 
maximum number O:f: times each di could be _available to each Br is equal 
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The numtter of times each di is made available to each Br, com-
puted by transforming the intermediate products into Boolean matrices 
C seems to be more indicative of redundancy in processing than the 
:;/ /' 
number of possible paths computed by Lieberman's or Homer's respective 
algorithms. This proposed modification permits the determination of 
which d. are available to each business function and·also of the 1 ~ 
number of times each di_ is actually available for use. An algorithm 
for the general case where the report levels are not initially known 
seems desirable. 
Model Components 
Construction of a matrix model seems to. depend for the most 
part, on bow well the model components are identified in a realistic 
information system. The data collection phase, because of this, is 
probably the most important part of the information system analysis •. 
Lieberman's model. c9mp0Iieht de~ i~itions ( 13, p. 3~9), ( 11, p. 277), 
and (9, p. 259) introduc-e :~ general notion of the various components 
~ 
in an information system. · However, a preliminary attempt by the 
a,u:t·hor of this thesis to apply these definitions to an actual infor-
.mation system raised several questions for further c@nsideration: ., 
( 1) What is ____ a~ __ .r_/port ... level-._-a.ruJ ·--how-·may · it--· be idelit if ied? ·· ·;~,-- ·· 






-- -(2) Since th·e matrix model must be consistent, bow may reports 
\• 
·"' in the system be distinguished from documents that.are the 
r~sult of business functions? 
.,.., 
·~.: 
(3) What :iJs a business·· function and who are the .business -... . - -·· ___ , .. -- - . -
- -· ··."': :.~ ~, - -,,- -
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25 
(4) At what report level do business functions occur? 
(5) Given a source document, what entries.on· this document 
should be treated as di inputs? 
.. 
., (6) How should a realistic inform!~n system be prepared 
for application of the matrix model? 
---
""'· 
Answ e F S to these questions are required so that data from-a realistic 
I 
. information system may be systematically gathered and the matrix 
model components .consistently identified and classified. 
The notion. of re_port levels is not too impo~tant from: the 
standpoint of ident·.ifytng the matrix mqde).. comp·onents .. :iJ1 .. a realistic 
information system. They are. important, however, with respect to 
. modifying Homer's algorithm for computation of the number of times 
each information system input: is: actually made available to each out-
J put. According to Lieberman, report levels may not correspond to the 
revels of management, however, the number of reporting levels may be 
about the same as the number of management levels (13, p. 329). This 
presents the, impression that :report .. lev.els may bf3 a.$~.s1gned arpi trarily. 
Lieberman's approach to assigping r~p.ort levels se~ms to be sub-
jective. '.Two different analyst working independep.tly_ may not assign 
the same report levels to the same information system. The method 
. -- - ·- ... -··- .. -
_, -·· .. . . ·--~-- ·---··" ·"': . -·~ :.- . 
' ,. 
- -· ·-··. . .. --·· .. -- --· . 
-- ·-·····-. -·- --· -· --··- -··- --- -- :.. ... -.~- - -'/'- _,..___ . . ·- - - .._...,..-..... -
' 
suggested by Steinberg, however, fixes the report levelS"" for a given 
information system. He defines report l·evels on a precederice basis 
i 
using connectivity matrix techniques. His: approach to d~termining 
. . -report. le_vels based. on this def ini.tion, however, requires the raising 
-- ·-- ·~· ··'"I·· ~-: 
.. . --- - .... ., .. -·· ---- __ \_ .. _: 
of large matrices to powers, observing,when the i.th row and jth • 
u 
• 
~--. -- ... . .. ,--·· -
- -
' 
column goe~ to zero, · and f inalry 1conrstructing individual matrices . ~ 
' ~ 
.. 
·"?' t·,.-, .. · .. 
'~ ·,· ·1 
____ .... ______ _
• ... ' . 
'rn1 .. :·:. 








.for each report level. From a computa.tional viewpoint, a method of 
determining the r~port levels directly from Homer's .model would be 
more desirable. 
Identifying all of the f'ormal documents in an information system 
121 
seems to be relatively easy since there is a finite number and a copy 
of each can be collected. The consistency requirement of the matrix 
' 
model stated by Steinberg (20, p. 341), however, means that all docu-
ments in an information system may not qualify ·as Rk reports. Some 
~ , 
. '; documents may be the re.su.lt of business functions and are not re-
p·orting data but are actually plans or ~n.strµctions which· are to be 
implemented. A "yardstick" for judging w·hethe.r· or no·t a document 
is a ieport is r~~uired. 
Lieberman's definitions of business function implies that a 
business ,!unction is a decision making proce~s PE;rf,ormed by. a manager. 
An attempt to apply this def ini-tion to a realistic information system, 
.., )I however, indicated that his de.fini tion was too general. Decisions 
are not always made by managers since various staff members may have 
been delegated the function of·~aking routine decisions for specific 
cases. Also, clear distinction is not made between data used for 
- -.--------- --
decision making and that for data processing. For fn~tance, grouping 
' 
--·.···· ~ ... ·. of ·-acti-vities ·in some arbitrary·-mann·e1 .. · ·ror~ ~;it'i1atfons·-wliere-·ft. is 
~ ( 
\ ' 
difficult to defiri~ specific business functions (13, p. 329) does not 
assure use ·_of~·-··the d~ta for decision making. Within these ~rbitrarily 
grouped activities there may b~ considerable data process_~ng w~t:~: .. 
.. 
very few' "if any' decisions ~being rendered. A definition would li'nk 
.-:~ .. • • . I ..-
• 
together~ the. actual -use. ,of report:;1n, decisio~ making, and the person 
j ·, 
.. •, . 
performing a business function. 
' .. .,. 
() 
,', -"(''':"""""""'"'t.'T":',.~n·-










Lieberman classifies the input data se·ts into identif !cation and 
......... 
quantitative measure classes of information (13, p. 330). Each.class 
of information is carried separately in the model. This raises a 
I 
question concerning the interpretation of the resultant matrix. The 
'· fact that a manager receives several identification arid quantitative 
classes of information through several different channels appears 
.,~ .. 
somewhat meaningless unless these classes of inf or.mat ion are related 
in some manner. Perhaps a .better way to classify in·put data is to 
define each data set in c~mposite units which join'the identification 
:and quaRtitative classes. of information. This proposed approach 
~ 
would relate the input 4a.ta and maintain this relationship throughout 
the m~nipulation of thS ~bdel .. .I 
Lieberman does not distingu:tsll betwe~n data sets. that are 
• 4; 'F' • . . . . . . . . 
av..ailable only from·~ an acti.vity· that is to be controlled and data 
s-ets from sources other tha.n this activity. These other sources may 
• 
be files, as one example, from which the data ·processor selects 
D 
data not originating from the activity. Data sets from these othe·r 
sources ·serve to enhance o:r· to transform the dimensions of the data 
from the activity into some oth~r form. 
- r 
The data sets from.an 
activity are the most important however, since they repqrt the out-. 
' .. -,- -: 
. 
•- .·--. --··-------~-'._,· .... "'":'._.~ ...... -.----··::·---ptff--o·r--st~tus . of --the' . .. . ~- . .. . . . ·~ 
·activity. Op:ly- the's'e· data· sets ·should be in- -. . _- -· 
t ~\b; ~ . 
· '\ eluded in the matrix model. 
" \' -
I 
Inclusion of -these other data sets would-
.,. 
' incre·ase the number- of rows in _ the mat rt~ modefl . .q Sonre method is 
.;S'' 
I 
~- · · needed in conjunction wi.th the· data· classification scheme to dis-
. -- . 
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CHAPrER IV 
T: ' COMPONENTS AND CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF ...... :-----
A MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM ., 
. Introduction 
The mathematical models. outl .. ~ped by Lieberman and Homer, respec-
tively, show the data movement relationships among the input data, 
reports, and business functions of an information system. However, 
. 
before these models .may be utilized ·to analyze a re .. alfstic· information 
system, the input data, reports, and business functions must be ·known. 
The purpose of this chapter is to propose a set -of_ opeiational guides_ 
for identifying and classifying the components· of an information syst~m 
in· preparation for constructing a matrix model. These guides are 
developed from an analysis point of view. 
A set of operational definitions. and a con.¢~pttial model are pro-
J><>$e.d. The operational definitions articulate- the various components 
·of an information system and are presented in two parts: (1) general .. 
components and (2) detail information system components. The conceptual 
model is to illustrate the general component definitions and to provide 
• 
.. ---- - ·- _______ _.,... :, ____ -· -- -~- - -- ----~-- - -
'!"· 'I 
-.·-~--. :~- ~·· . 
an .image for viewing a realistic -i11formation system· in a form that the 
- ----- _.., ·---~-,-.··~----L--•-· --- 0 - • o• - -·-----··· ~ .. --- - --·- -- ----------- - _,., --- ,..._ -- .·-.-~.-. . . 
Two .assumptions are made concerning a realistic information syst-em. 
First, the information system selected for analysis .is a formal report-
ing system and does not include informal communi~ati~ns except possibly 
_ -~n. the feedb.ac~o".1 actio-ns- re-sulting from business function-s. · Second',---
. . the .. information system is in a steady state conditiono 
. -· .. ' ,.. 
..-. --i · ~ 
. ' 
·• 
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-~ . 
. . -.. -The .. seope- o-f· this- ·ch-apter· also· 1riciudes a discussion of these pro-
.. 
posed components with examples. Certain components have procedures 
proposed. for identifying them in a rrealist.ic information system. 
General Components 
The general components p.roposed below are the physical activity, 
.c, organization, data flow channel~ business functions, and actionj. 
f;;, These components fit together to form a concep~ of the flow of data, 
use of the data in business functions, and the feedback from business 
"-functions in a management information system. These definitions are to 
be applicable to any information system that is intended to collect 
data and render reports for decision making. 
Physical Activity. A physical activity is some combination of _ 
labor and machines that an information system is intended to c~ntrol. 
The physical activity is the primary source of d€1ta for the information 
system. Data are collected from the physical activity at various 
sensing points and are entered into the information system. A physical 
activity may range from a small simple operation to a large complex 
operation. Several examples of physical activities are: (1) a single 
~ ,;,,;._ . ' ' ' 
'>":(<~·::· .. ··:,_'-/·-~~-~: .. :· ... :: 
-•• 0 -· L-~----~-·----·-· ---
~-~----'~:..-:--.;,----"-'-------'-11p~r~o ....... d~uct--line• '"-manufacturing s·nop ~ (2)- a group :-o-f- -sh~p--s, -( 3) a warehouse 
·' 
- ·- ,. --····-- ... -·--.-
-· .. - . . .... - -
. '' 
··~·-1-, 
- ·- - - . 
~P.~~a!?:o.~,.- ( 4) a. plant -d-iviston ... -A "W}y-sical· -a:cti\iity · fs .. ··11art of the 
overall organization. 
.  - ' 
Organization. 'An organization is the structure of personnel and h , 
~ its information system which are. designed to function together to meet 
a goal. Tne organization is composed ·of various ~~vel~ _9.! JJtanagement- -- -'---.- --· -·-
and their staffs who use the information systcem for conti~_llingi the 
physical activity. The personnel who are actually engaged in the 
-·· - -·· . -- --- ~ _.., 






.. --:..L........ • - ·' .. • • . • ---~----- -
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operation of the physic~! activity are part of the organization.too. 
They form the lowest echelon.of th~ organization. Th~ size of the 
organization with respect to the information system analysis, both 
vertically .. and laterally, depends on the boundaries selected for the~ 
information system study. Several examples of organizations are: 
(1) a department, (2) a company division, (3) a corporation and its 
many subsidi~ries • 
... The proposed definitions of a phy$f.ca.'1. act·ivity and an organiza-
tion are similar. The difference, however, is that the physical q ' 
. 
~ctivity is a subset of the organization. For example, a production 
line may be the physical activity with the department as the control-
ling organization. On the other hand·,. this same department, perhaps 
with other departments, c;ould be the physical activity with a division 
as the controlling organization. Conceptually though, a physical 
·". activity could be, a s.fngle manufacturing shop and the organization a 
large corporation if it were desired to analyze the flow of data from 
this shop to the corporation president. 
{ 
The objective·of identifying the o~ganization and its physical 1, 
< 
·activity is to set boundaries, to ide·ntify the personnel who use the 
---------
:information system, to establish the activity that is to be controlled, 
~, ...... -- ~ -- . -· .... ··-· ' ...... - . ' - - - ~ . . . , ....... :.... -· ... . --· . - - - .... ---- - .. - .,. ·-"'- .. ·-·-·· ·"·---..; ........ ····-~,..,.~-,,..~---.-· .. ;·· .. ,---....·-~-":"· ·~- ... -·-· ... _ .. ___ ,_ 
·and to identify the data sources of the physical activity. ,;t.; 
Data Flow. Data flow is primarily the movement of data from the 
physical activity thrciughout the organization both vertically arid. 








I 'l I~". ''t ,. ,' 
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medium for dat'a flow are reports. Examples of data fl,ow are: (1) ,manual 
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' .... ,'· 
.3·1 
processing· of data f ro111 level: ta lev.el.,_ _(2_) .. f.low of data from the 
' ' 
. 
.. -physical activity into a computer system which processes the data and 
outputs reports which flow to business functionso For the situation 
described by example (2) , it may be convenient to consid·er . the computer 
& 
memory as a source document • 
. Business ~unction. A business function· is the decision ·making 
process based on the interpretation of the information received and 
the previous ktiowle.dge or expe,rience of the business function performer. 
Business func.t.tons .. differ from data proce~~:L~tg. f.unct i.ons. For a 
busine·ss tunction to occur, the data must h.~ve titili ty to the person 
o.r. ,gr~.up receiving the data. Data processing :does not require utility, .. 
qp.J,y the rece·ipt, processing, and disposition of the data. The per-.. _ 
formance of business functions is not restr±c·te.d to management 
personnel. Anyone in the o·rg~n:i.z.~tion -to whom data ~as ut.ili-ty may be 
considered to be· a business. f.une.tio.n::··performer. Examples of business 
.fu;ttctio.ns are: (1) decisions by a supervisor affecting production out-· 
-. 
:p·u.t·, (2) decisions by an operator affecting his. quality performance, 
(3) decisions by a department chie~ecting personnel, (4) decisions .. 
by a division manager affecting inventory level, ..(_5). ~decis.ions . .of---.a----~~~-,-- ·---· -·-~---- ~-
•.J company president affecting allocation of funds. Business functi6n 
. ... •-._:·-· ' .. 
occurrences may be irregular or periodic. The definition of a business 
.. function applies to either case. However, the primary intent is to 
identify the periodic business functions, since these business func-
tions require data on a regular basis. 
.• 
. _____ .._ ___________ .. - -- ....... -...· 
. . .. -·-·· - -- . ----. .. ---~-- ' . -· - - ... ...---- --
-
' "" 
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·,;~ the inputs to the feedback cha~nel in the organization and are dire~ted_ 
.. 
; toward the physical activity. Actions may ~ffect the physical 
activity either directly or indirectly. The initial form an action may 
't:¥ take depends on the level and job assignment of the business function 
performer. Some examples of the form an action-may take are: (1) 
verbal instructions, (2) letter of instruction, (3) printed form with 
entries,· (4) some combination of these as a '·particular action moves 
_along the feedback channel.· I 
Several examples of actions are: (1) issuance of a weekly work 
schedule.by a shop superv-isor based on a master schedule (result of a 
higher level business function) and a business function of deciding 
what products are to be produced, (2) supervisor verbally instructing 
an operator· on-how to improve her quality performance, (3) letter from 
a company president to division managers allocating :specific products 
for manufacture. 
In general, actions are amplified as they progress along the ~ 
feedback channel toward the physical activity. Like data flow, actions 
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·rhe proposed concept of an action is to p;r~.tv.ig~ .a,·'~yar.ds.tick~' for .. ___ , .·,·7···- .... ___ ,,.. .. -...,.---1::::'~---- ---- .. -- ' 
---·. 
. ···- . - ._ .. ,... --· - ... ,--
.. .. - .. ,.•, - .,P---· - ... ~-·- .. 
-·- .,.... • S. -.. , ~ -• • ~ 
testing the ~ocuments in an information system to determine whether or 
~ot these documents should be treated as reports in.the matrix model • . _,: .. ., .. ". 
General Conceptual Model 
... 
The abo~e general components all fit together to form a conceptual 









~-·-------·· ---------------------image--of_ an· information system.· .This image is symbolized and pre·sented 
I 
I-I. 
in Figure . ..J.- as a conceptual model. Conceptually, .data are collected 
-.~.•--
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"' ' 
) from the physical activity at various sensing points. This data flows , 
• along the data flow channel through the organization. At various 
points along this _channel, managers and their staffs use this data in .~ 
the performance of business functions. Actions re~ulting from these 
business f.unctions flow downward through the-organization toward the 
physical activity. This model should. be useful for making· an initial 
survey of an information system, establishing initial information system 
stµdy bpundaries, testing documents to determine which are data carriers 
and which are action carriers, and .in determining when business 
functions occur. 
Detail Informat,lion System Components 
The conceptual model proposed in the· last -section illustrated the 
--data movement in an information system. · The term aata flow, however, 1·_ 
is an all-inclusive term and may ·be broken down into many components. 
The intent of this section is to identify and propose definitions of 
.. these components. The component~ of particular interest are the dat.a 
., 
sets and reports, since these two components are used in the matrix · 
model. The other components presented are to complete the information 
(/,,..,.!~ 
~ . ; .. 
I. 
~· ! 
.i. .. . ·····.·····r,···"· ---.· - ;R . 
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·• ··~,_; descriptive code of the data entered into an information system from a 
-· 
. 
;· physical a~tivity or some other source. The value of a data element 
.. 
is a function of;, the state of j.ts source at the instant in time of 
· collection. A data element is the ..smallest component ~n1 ~~ :j.µfor.ma_tio~-- .. - _ ---- . ·- .. -- --. - -,-- --- ~ ---- ___ __,_ -
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information system, however, is not includ~d in the construction of the 
• 
matrix model, and it does not seem feasible to.- do so. 
Data Set. A data set is the·· set of all data elements belonging to 
the same class; i.e., a set ~f data elements all having common 
qualities. Several examples· of data sets are: ( 1) set o:f all employee 
.t 
names within a physical activity, (2) set of all possible values of 
' quantity delivered, (3) set of all.recognized quality defects, (4) set 
of all the product codes manufactured by the physical. actJvi ty, and 
,, (5) set of all tim~ elements per operation. A data set may contain one 
or more data elements.-.. · .... 
Data sets are the smallest compopent of an information system 
included in the matrix model and they are treated as inputs. 
There are two methods of classifying data sets for inclusion in 
the matrix model. Lieberman's method groips the data sets into two 
categories: (1) identification data sets3 !"'" -sets·. of descripti·ve data 
elements, (2) quantitative measure data sets - $e·ts of numerical data 
elements. Each data set in both categories is treated as separate 
inputs to the matrix model (13, p. 330): This method is called 
-~--- _____ ·____ separate_ classificati-en-ey-t-he--a-uthor o·f this thesis; - -Tlie-~flr-st-_. le-vel 
...... ,::..· . 
------- -----· - --
:,,'. 
I , .. 
relates the two categories_by showing which data sets are recorded on 




- --- ·-··-- ·-
3 . 
___ Lieberman referred· to these -as el-asses of information; however, the· term information is reserved by tJ}is author to mean data that has 
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manipulating the model since these data $¢-t·$ '.inay travel over different 
• 
paths to the business functions. 
The composite classification method which is proposed here 
describes each data set as an all-inclusive unit; i.e.~ the identifica-
tion and quantitative data sets are joined. To illustrate this method, 
consider the followi11g example. Lieberman would consider "employee 
t ....... 
• 
name," "stralght time hours," and the _"date." as data sets. · The com-
p9sit~ ·classification appro~ch joins these ibt~~ data sets into one • 
. The composite data set then becomes "straight-. :ti.me hours per employee 
ti per day. · 
' The obJect±v.t3· of this method of classification is to maintain 
comp1-e-t·e identity of each data set input during the manipulation of 
·th·e matrix iAodel. This m~thod o.f classification should prove more 
• 
meaningf~l when analyzing the ·rna·trix model's solution area • 
... 
Basic Data Set. A basic data set is a data set which is obtain-
able only from the physical activity and cannot be derived from any 
other source. The above proposed definition of a data set did not 
·· restrict the source of a data set. Thus, data sets are available not 
.only f'rom the physical activity, but also from fileg w1.thin the system 
,-..: 
-:·· i..4a, 
__ and sources outside the bo.undar.ies. of the system. . _Data s~~~s ~!,!:QJ.!L __ Qt,_b.,~~ .... ~"'"=~· _ "'+-""~·'.·,··'"",,. -~: .4. c,,,,·.•·c.._·ni.-c.c-,-,-.. •r -"=" -..=i-~ ,;;-::..:.,a-::..-_.:.;;;;_--..l!'~l-:.~~-_r-~--:.=.,;ati_~--,. Vo-- •- .. ~~:;...__:,::_..1-,,...-- ~~~~~----" ~"?_~. -.•.. • ··. ~,~~-..,..--· __ .,..---u...---0--:""=';-z:, ..... -_~~""u.•~,.-'_;.~-~------.,._........_-.--....-;,.i ........ ...--..,--,_-~-,-.O:.~~!•~~~.,,_!-~.,.;:'·.-.--;:.~r_c::.~-;f",.t'l:;.z:,:...~~-~~='-C-"'Y'".*i]:-..-h""'....;,;.--~c--~ . .'~.!•"&--'--'~-- --)~-.,. -
• .r >,i . 
. 1 
. 
' sources serve to enhance or transform the dimensions of the basic data 
sets. As an e:x;:ample, "base hours per operation per unit code II is a 
\ 
· .. data set obtainable from a file (these are standard time elements). 
Elements from this data set are multiplied times appropriate corres-
i 
-- --- --------·-·····--·-·· --- -- --·-·-· -·- - -- ---- - ----------- ---------- - -·----·-- --- - -- -- -
---------------~-
:A ponding elements from the bas.i'c data set_ "daily. output per operation 
,-·";'( 
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- . '- :,,1,l.od" .... - .. ' - -·· identifying the basic data sets is primaril·y to learn exactly what data 
.. 
ii'_ ' 
are act~ally collected from the physical activity, since one objective 
of using the matrix model is to learn how the input data is act,,ually .... 
used. ·secondly, from a computational viewpoint, the size of the matrix 
. model is k~pt to a minimum with respect to the input data submatrix 
since the number of rows is minimize.d. 
The proposed .use of abstract algebra by Young and Kent (10) 
suggested a quantitative method for identifyin~ the basi·c data sets of 
an-information system. The notion of isomorphism and homomorphism is 
used to establish correspondences among the data sets. 
The proposed procedur) is as follows: (1) analyze all source 
documents -in the information system (defined in the next section) and 
list all entries (data sets) made on these documents as a column in a 
table, (2) write an algebraic expression which describ_E:)_S the relation-
. ship amo.ng these data sets for each data set if .po·ssipl.e. Convenient 
symbols for writing these relationships are: 
Symbol Definition 





mmoomorptrt~·; many to -one corre.sp-ondence 
. ,. 
' .... ~-
d-1 i-th data set .... 
.C* -- -· :' ""'"-!.._ .... ·, 
After the relationships among the data sets have been written, the 
' 
following three decision rules are used to select the basic data sets: 
1. If a·data set is independent; i.e., does not correspond·to any 
. 
-
- other data sets, then this data· set is a basic· data set • 
.1·,.....:i . 
.,, 
r-.· • I. 
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:: 
.. 
then one of these data sets may be selected as the basic· data 
set. . .. 
3. · If two data sets are: in· a ''many to one" correspondence, then 
the "many" data set is the basic data set. 
All remaining data sets are derivable from those data sets selected as 
. basic data sets.· 
The following example illus-trates this procedure for writing the 
~ 





















d3 ~ d4 
d3 ~ d4 
d6 ~ d7 x dB 
------- ----d~ ~ d;-·--x- ci
8 
~ 
.; :: ·:..· .~-
... 
" .. . 
,·_, " " the date is known, then ·the ·fiscal week. may be derivedo However, 
if the "fiscal week" is known, the specific ''date" cannot be derived. 
Accorc.i.ingly, decision rule 3 requires that d1 be selected\' as a basic 
- - --- .. ···- .. Q__ ·- ~-·-· -- -· . 
4 
~ Defect description is a set- of qualitative descriptions of quality defects~ ' 
·•'-..,,A 
~ ,. ' .. 
. e 
,, "" I 
.. ~ ,· 
.· .L· 
I :; '•_:: ~ .,; 








· data set. Data set d3 is in 
It 
. II one to one correspondence with d4 • If a 
• particular "defect code" is known, the corresponding "defect descrip-
tion" may be determined·and vice versa~ Ac~ordingly, decision rule 2 
I 
permits either data set to be selected as a basic data set, but not 
both. Data set d5 or 
It tf employee name does not correspond ,,.to any of the '"•, 
other data sets and is therefore independent. Decision rule 1 desig-
nates " employee n a basic data set. Data set d6 is in a " to 
name 
one 
.one" correspondence with the combination of data sets.d7 and d8 • Decision rule 2 requires that d6 or the combination of d7 and d8 be 
· selected :.as the basic data set. In this example, data sets d1 , d4 , d5 , and d6 or data sets d1, d3 , d5 , and d6 would be selected as the di 
· inputs to the matrix model. The choice made between two data sets 
which~ are in a "one ·to one" correspondence is primarily a choice of 
convenience. 11( 
Source Docwnents. Source document$ are the documents that data 
elements from the basic data sets are recorded on for the first time 
when init.ially collected. These are the documents that appear first 
..,. 
in the information· system (13, p. 330). · Even though data are continu- _____ .__&_.-~~~ " . "• "\ --- - . --~ . . . •'.'. -· ~tt .. 
\ 
source document released for use. Source documents are used to pre-. pare other reports; however, they may also be used in business functions. 
In some cases, ~s previously mentioned, a section of a computer's 
memory may also be considered as a source documel!t. Paper tape or 
,,,. cards on whi·ch data are -accumulated from the physica.1· activ'ity may be · · 
--- ------c--. ., . 
"'. ••t"'I"\ \ 
.A.·. 
.. ,-,-~, .,, .. , •.• -, - . -. •. ,~,,: "" ........ -"' '":" ,.-·--><-,- ..... -- " __ .. ··- ·- • 
'\. 
.. 
----r - --,_-------'..._,._~. -~ 
·~·,·.·-1----
: ·:. '· .. •:.'. ,"·.- '.,' , .. .. ·,.,,,·:.·."--.·~·:·.•.--".-_·::' .. ".:"' ·:':.:: .. ·~ ....... . 
· · ·····~-~ ...... ..:__-mt.~..,...,.___,__,,.._:,-.,_ . ...:..~ ... ~ ......... ···- ... -_. .•... ,._,,,.,,,.._,,.,_,.,.._._..;;,•w•·TO'l-',l.~~\t~,i:i,.J•.r,:o"";;:1'.'~-M~.")l.:~1.·,; .:(-";( •• -~=.;,;.=-.:Ill, 
,r·. 




considered ·as source documents too. A source document does not have 
.. to be readable by a human. 
Format. Two documents are of the same format if boJ~ have the 
same classes of data and no otheT classes o·f data (13, p. 330). This 
notion is useful for comparing and selecting documents for inclusion 
• in the matrix model. As aif example, two time cards contain the same 
clasies of data even though they are for two different people. Hence, 
a time card would be included only once in the matrix model, not 
twice. A not so obvious case is where two documents have the same 
~lasses of data, but the decuments have different arrangements and 
' 
. '' ~' .. . possibly different names for the data. ·critical compariso'tis of these 
documents are required to determi.ne that they are· the same. · The 
reason for not including the same documents in the matrix model is 
that multiple paths would be indicated when this is not the case, and 
·the number of times the input data is made available would be indicated 
to be greater than it actually is. 
Reports. Reports are documents prepared f rom ... source documents 
and/or other preceding reports. Data entered on reports are obtained 
by performi.11g~noperat1on or·~c-ofubinatiori of operations.on the dat'a 
Reports convey data through the data flow channel of the organization 
~¥ and are used in business functions and/or to prepare other :reports. 
. Reports m~y also enter or leave the boundaries selected for the 
information ·system study (8, p. 503). Reports entering the system 
.. , ~,- . 
' are treated as inputs to the matrix model. Reports leaving __ the system· 
. ' 
. ,, . 
. ,~ ... 
are treated as outputs in the matrix model. Reports may also be 
\. 
. ·- ... ,,~ ~ . 
' 
,'I" 
.... "! • 
, .. 
. ., .. , 
-----·----~-·-----.~--· 
------- --------·. 'I;' ---------------
2 
' . . 
•, ,. . . ... ~- ~- ~. ,·. . -
.. ---~- ~ ·------
' .. 
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prepared for historical records _(8,_ p._ 503)~ .Reports in~this ~l~€· 
are treated as outputs in~the matrix model. .. 
Report Level. · A report level is a point in the flow of data 
where a collection of inputs is used to ·prepare a collection of 
outputs.· The inputs may be basic data sets, source documents, or. 
reports; and the output-s may be reports or business functions • 
. Acco~d~rtg to Alan W. Steinberg, the matrix model is equivalent 
---
.. -
to a 'Consi:stent network (20, p. 341). The nodes of the network rep-
resent the components of the matrix model and the connecting lines 
... represent the cell entries. Using this notion, .a report level can. 
be analogous to a cut through a consistent network. All the nodes 
to the left (assuming left to right flow) connected to the severed 
connecting lines are inputs, and all the nodes on the right copnectecl ' ' 
~ 
to the severed connecting lines are outputs. The notion of report· 
-
1·evel is arbitrary; however, there exists for a given network a set 
of unique cuts such that the network can be transformed into a minimum 
-
~ number of equivalent set ·of matrices conformable for multiplication 
in the sense described by Lieberman. In this case, the following 
restrictions apply to the network cuts: (1) a conn~~t_i11_g_ line.1nay. __ be -~---------~ -- ----- --- - ---~------~ 
severed only once for a given set of cuts, (2) each connecting line 
., ="J-•-='-»:"J:>A!,-_~,,~a;:,,'"~:--•.:;.:,_· ! .> •::,.:;.,',-, :,,.•. "'°"-" -_-~o• . ..,,f.\'.ii:...~ --;-=·--~•--,,,.·~-=---~--'-"'~-,,..:'!c.'";cnf'>,,c •e>,.,,._"""""'..:-~=c,"'••;o,:;,~ "-J'~.-"'°"•".:,·,;.-u=·>_.,: ."-'~"- "-=-"•- __.L .... •• -''-""-':,.r;.;;..o~ib,O'C..,'"..l'..,~='-"=·"·,...,,.~-- ,-,,) . _: 
'.·>';:~.';·''\'~·~4~~.:.a~,-~;"'"'"u~:>f·~~~"""'"r.i~~~~~~-,'fii"""C'"tne··~1ietwork must be severed, (3) all connecting lines on the input 
side of a node must be severed witn the same cut, (4) cuts are made 
.. 
·beginning With the outp~t &odes, cutting each connecting line at first 
~ 
opportunity, and working backward through the network, (5) a cut· . ' 
----
~ --- ... ·-· .. ·.· '· . ,, • - ' '"'1' . . ~ · .. 
~~~ot sever both .i~put and out·put- connecting·· ·1tri"es for a given 
· .. 
node at the same time.· 
_,_...,.......,,,..-
~. . I ..... "' 
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- • I ~ " ~~. • • '• 
-
Report levels do no1; __ n~cess~rily conform to_ levels- of ma.nagement 
.. in the organization. One or more report levels may exist within a ----·----
particular management level. 
" 
The· following network example illustrates the determina-tion of 




























one step to C and D and through another step to outputs E and_F, (2) 
I 
~nput A in addition t'o going through two steps also goes through one 
. step to outputs E and F, and (3) the number of report levels is two. 
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.. instructions still 




are the accumulated data sets, records, 
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CHAPTER V -
Development of the Times .. Availa~le Algortthni ' 
~ 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to develop a general algo.rithm ~ 
~ 
from Homer's algorithm for computing the number of times each input 
is acutally made available to each output when the re~ort levels 
and report level matrices are not initially known. It will be 
as;sumed that: 
' 
1. The information system is in a steady state condition. 
2. All of the data on an input report are entered onto each 
output report prepared from it. 
3. Multiple recording of identical- data from several input 
. ' . 
reports onto.,an output report does not occur . 





The d~velopment of this algorithm is in two parts. ·First, a 
. 



















~- divides the model into submatrices which are conformable. for multi-





.I? method of manipulating the matrix model i,s described such that inter-
mediate products are identified and can be ,transformed into Bo-olean 
matrices. The same example of an information system used by Homer, 
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At the end of this chapter, the procedure~ deyeloped ar~ stated as 
an algorithm. f 
. Partitioning Method. Construct a rnatri~ model S according to 
... 
the procedures of HoJI!er's algorithm .(see Chapter II, p.12). Reorder 
the rows and columns of S, respectively, until the lower left corner 
' 5· 
submatrix ·is an upper triangular submatrix whose main diagonal is 
. I···'-
filled with ~l's. This may be accomplished using the elementary 
6 
operation of ip.terchanging parallel line:s .. 
The i_:nf-q;rmation system example is shown below afte::r reordering 
th.e: rows ·and .colum:n.s. Observe that tbi:s example h .. as a ·7- x 7 upper 
tr:iang_ular· :sub.ma-t:rix in the lowe,t teftc: corner with -l's- on its 
.. 
· :nia·i.n· ·diagonal. The :sfz·e of. tpis: submatxix gives the number of 
t.ntermediate reports in th·e: ir~ifp,r~-~~ion s;v.s.tem. It also identifies 
these reports. . . 
. ·! .. 
, .... 
- . .. 
- .• -~ ~ ,.. • .• . . . .. _ .• !• ,,.. ..... . .... :"· .. 
5 
Upper.triangular matrix - a square matrix A where 
i > j. 
6Li-ne - denotes either a row or a column. 
a .. = 0 when 1J 
-·---·-· ·- ... ····--------------------·-··········-· .. -- ·--- - --------- -·-- ....... ---- -- ... . .. ····-···-' ---,-·····r·.·· ····- .. --
;J 
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7 R R31 R12 R R 8 52 
r 
-R ... 
' R -B B·- B B4 I/ 1· ,. ' . I, 
- 11 21 22 
.. 32 42 2 3 1 
.. 
dl 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' 




d3 0 0 1 o. 0 0 0 0 :() 0 0 0 _,. •' . • f 
~ 
f 
d4 1 0 1 .o· ·.o- 0 () () ·o 0 0 ' 0 . ' 
d5 0 1 0 0 :O: o: :o: ,.'O .() ·o· ' ' 0 .() 
--
d6 0 .o· 0 l :0 .1 1 1 :Q o· ,' . 0 ·o· 
(). . ' '(): d7 0 o· o· iO· Cl 0 1 1. 1 0 ,' 
..... 




- R62 0 o. o: ,0: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
.. 
... .. . .. 
... 
R11 -1 . 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 O' . ·. '9: 
.,, .. R21 0 ~l ·o· ·o 0 0 0 0 l. 1. -o· ()' . .. •. 
., ... 
R31 0 0 -1 . : . . - . 1 :1 :g . '. 1 1 0 O' :O.' Q: 
R12 =· 0 0 :=o. -1 o: 'O 0 0 0 1 l 1 
0: J): 
-l .. () .. R22 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 :1 
I' 
-
R32 0 0 ·o 0 o· ;..·1 0 0 1 ;_Q ·cf :1 ., : 
R52 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
,~ 




• Beginning with the matrix model in this form, the next step is to 
""G~ 
partition this matrix into report levels and in so doing, determine the 
,. . 
--repo-rt- level matric~-· . The .. partitioning._of:· this.matri~ ... l_!lodel ... is performed -
as follows: . 
1. Partition the matrix model into four quadrants such that the 
-i/.\·:i:· 
lower left quadrant is an upper triangular submatrix and the upper right 
.... - ,..--
quadrant is the solution. area, of i ~_lt_e mqdel. 
7Double subse'ript. notation is used to conform to Homer's exaniple. 
• 
11 
. t - -
.. , ... · .. ,. , .•.. '. -·,-.:.,- ''°' ; .. , .. , ""~ -· ;~_.,,.._,_, ..... ,; .. -J- _,- .•• •., • •• --- '. 
. / 17"""'";t"" ........ '!t,1"""''~ / ;,,;,;· . 
'' ,·:·~ ... 




2 •. Partitfon ·t·h··e: 4pper- tri-angular submatrix into -I sub-
. ··-... .. . ·' ... 
matrices along .its main diagonal beginning with the.upper left -1 
entry and_proceedlng down the diagonal .. Form the first -I submatrix 
· as large as possible then the second, the third, and etc. as large 
as possible too. The size of each -I submatrix is determined by the 
1 entries in the upper part of the upper triangular submatrix~ The 
size of each -I submatrix may be 1 X· 1 or larger. .. . 
3. Consider the number of -I submatrices formed in step 2. 
:.Att:empt to reduce this number by performing the element~ry oper-
.. 
atiCjn of interchanging parallel lines, still mainta.ining the upper 
tr.iangular relationship, and repartitioning the upper triangular 
submatrix accordingly·. The number of -I submatric¢s. is minimum if:· 
(a) this quantity ca1;1n·ot b.e re·duGed or (b) this number remains the 
same, but it is pos.pible to .. irt.cr:ease the size of one -I submatrix 
while decreasin·g the size of ~·1:1.0.th·er or (~l .onl·r interchanges of 
parallel lines can b.e·· mad::e th:at 'W-ill. ±ncfr·eas·~ lhe number of -I sub-
,•:. .<) 
matrices. .;;; 
'4. If condition (b) of :step 3 9ccurs, che.ck the submatrix 
adjacent to each .-I submatri~ b~ginning with the upper most -I 
submatrix for 0 any rows that ·contain only zeros. If any row contains 
only zeres-, .-shift this: :row d,ownward info the next -I submatrix and 
let- it become :the, last row in this submatrix. (The corresponding 
colu·mn must· b:e shifted to the right .als.o.) 
for-~11 but the last -I ijubmatrix. 
'" 
Continue this process 
5. Let the partitioning lines of the upper submatrix extend 
vertically and horlzontally throughout t.he matrix model S. 
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48 
Thi-s partitioning method ·divides the matrix model into submatrices 
f ,, t " which are equivalent to making a set o cu s throug~ the corres-
ponding network as described in Chapter IV. 
To illustrate this partitioning method, the upper t~Iangular 
:matrix U from S is shown below after partitioning. Note that row 
and column R21 were moved accordin:g, to· .step 4 above. 
th~re are 
·• 
R. R 31 R R22· R32 R ··11 12 "' 
I 
Rll -1 0 
' 
1 0 I 
-
I 







R12 0 0 
I 
-1 0 0 0 0 I 
I 
:U R22 0 0 I 0 -1 0 0 0 
I 
R32 0 0 I 0 0. ~1 ... :0. -,0:. 
R52 0 0 
I 
I 0 
:o. 0 ~-l 0 
R21 0 0 
I 
I 0 
'· -· Q: 0 .Q -1 
two -~-1 submatrices, oi1~ of size 2 x 2 and the other of size 5 x 5. 
. . . 
N.ot·e:: that the l's in the a11 R12 and R31 R12 cells determined the -I 
-subm·atrix sizes for this example . 
. F~nally, the matrix model S appears as follows after p:ar.titi.on~-
-.• : .. ~~ ... ~. ~ ·-.. 1!-. . 
1ng:· 
.... 
-~ ·~ ~ ···-.·~~- .. - . -· ... 
. .. 


































Rll "'R31 812 R22 ·R32 R52 R21 R42 Bl B2 B3 B4 
• ,. I I , dl 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ~ I I 
d2 1 1 0 0 0 ' 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 
·1 •,·~ 
~ 
d3 0 1 I 0 .o·. 0 0 0 I 0 Q. 0 0 0 
I I 
d4 :·t. 1 I 0 ·Q.' 0 0 0 I -0 0 ·O 0 0 
I I 
. ds 0 0 0 ·o: o: ·O 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I 
.. 
d' 6 0 0 I 1 0 . ~· .1 l .o. I 1 (j ·o. 0 .·o 
I o: . I t d7 0 0 0 0 :o 0 0 1 1 =o· I I .:,;. 
R41 0 0 I 0 1 l O· . . 0 I 0 0 0 0 ·O \. J 
I I 





- -- - - - - - - - - - --
S= -1 0 I 1 0 1 1 0 I 1 0 0 0 0 
~11 I I 
R31 0 -1 I 1 1 0 1 0 I 1 0 0 ·o 0 
.... _ 
- -,-~ - - -- -- - --+ -- - - - --- - - --
Rl2 0 0 I 
-1 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 1· 1 
I 0 0 I 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 R22 
I I ... 
R32 0 0 I 0 0 -1 ·o 0 I 0 1 ··o= 0 1 . ' ·-'~: . . _· '••: 
I I 
R52. 0 ·O I 0 0 o.:, .-1 . . 0 I 0 ·o .1- 1 ·()· ... ·. 
I I 
R21 0 0 0 0 ·o '(): -1 0 1 ,l. :Q ·o· I I : • ! 
Clearly, any size matrix S q·ptritf be p~rtitioned .in this mann,er. 
Inte;rpretation of this par.tittoning-method in terms of determining 
the number of report !eve.ls and identifying· the report leve.l matri.c.es 
±·s presented below .. 
Matrix· S is rewritten - in block notation to simplify the dis-· 
cussion. Each submatrix corresponds to each submatrix in the-·-· 
91"_;i.g1n.a.1. S matrix ...... -··---·----·--·-·-·--·------·---~.-.~------------------- ! :, . 
•-•• •••--~--···-. ·.- ~----,•-_-;••-:·-:-•·.-·,•- •--:-• ----• ___ .. _.•M•• -~-;••-• -·••••-:-.7"'".:!.,••-•-•••---• ---•••-·•··-·· 
"i,· 
:, .. .- ( 
·, . 
I , 
~~ .. ----- ___ ] ____ ______:_ ___ ----·- . --· ··- --
-- - ··-·· ~ -~ .. -. -
f 
. -
I. --- . 
. .... ' . 






























- -. -, - - - - -1- - -
-I pp 
• 
Observe that the columns of~ are the row~ of Cnp and Dnq 
and that- the columns of Bmp and Cnp are t~e rows of Epq. The -I 
. submatrices established this correspondence. There is a sequence 
.. of submatrices in S which are conformable for multiplication; namely, 
~Ii' Cnp' and E . Hence,. since the rows of Amn are the inputs to,. pq 
the information system a-nd the ·columns of E.pq are the outputs, there 
are three report levels in this infonnation system example. The 
submatrices representing these three levels may be broken out of S 
and presented as report level matrices as shown below: 
First Leve~l Second Level Third Level 
~n 
In addition to th·e s'e.cond level matrix Cnp' there is also a second 
.. 
level matrix. Brnp·· _Note that the ,r~ws. of Bmp _are the same as the rows 
of Amn. Bmp represents those iQ:pu:fs · that jump over the.first level 
\ . 
and enter the info:nnation system at the second level. Similarly, 
note' that 'in addition to the third level matrix Epq' there is a 
third level matrix Dnq· Dnq represents thdSe outputs of Amn which 
jump over the second ·report level anq_ go directly to the third level. 
't. 
. . ·- - --· - -- ·- . --· ~--·-· .. - -- ---· --------.............. -... -=·-·· --·· ---· ----· ---------------·------· ----. ·------·----····-·· 
- --------·--------··---- -------- ·--·. -------·-·-····-- -·-· ·---·-·------ ·- .. ·--~----
8. i 
z denotes a zero submatrix. 
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51 
Thes.e report level ma_t:ric.es may be multiplied together in a 
manner sfmilar to· that described by Li'eberman. The f i.rst product, 
~ 
. ~ 
Amn C0 p = ACmp'. ·represents the m inputs that go through two
 steps to 
"' 
the p outputs. Since the rows and columns of Bmp exactly coincide · 
'to the rows and columns of ACmp' thes·e two matrices may be added 
t_:·o.gether. Thus, (AC + B)mp ·shows the number of times each m· input 
is made available to each p output. Similarly, (AC + B)mp Epq ·= 
(ACE + BE)mq repr.esent_s th·e m inputs that go through three steps 
' 
from the first level to th-e: t.hi.rd .level and also those that go two 
steps from the second level to ·the q outputs at the third level. 
>. 
Also, the product Arnn Dnq re:p.resents the m inputs that go- from the 
first leyel to the third lev.el in two steps. Finally, since the rows 
.. 
"· 
and columns of (ACE + BE) and AD exactly coincide, these two mq mq 
matrices may be added tbgether to ~btain the resultant matrix, 
((ACE+ BE)+ AD)mq, which shows the number ~f possible paths each 
m input could have tr._aveled over to each q output. 
Hence, the partitioning scheme described provide~ a method of 
determining the report levels and report level matrices when these 
.. 
facts are not initially known. This method works. because ·a prece-
d··ence relationship is established· ·among the intermediate reports 
through ordering the columns of Sand partiti9ning the upper tri-
• 
angular submatrix i·nto -I submatrices ~ivides S into_ connectivity 








. • -,.-r•.,, .• ~ 
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partitioning s. The intermediate products were readily i·defitif 1ed 
and could have been transformed into Boolean matrices ·and the 
corresponding number of times each input is actually made available 
computed. However, from a computational viewpoint, it would be 
desirable to use a modified version· of Homer's algorithm to perform 
the computation. 
i The notion of an intermediate product, product of two adjacent 
<~eport level matrices, is intuitive. However,· it is necessary to be 
more specific since inputs to a first -level matrix could leave this 
level and go directly to the last level matrix. Intermediate p.ro-
ducts are the result of multiplying two report level matrices to-
gether neither ~Of which is a last level matrix. In the previous 
example, Arnn cnp . inter.m~4.;iate product, but A D . not l.S an 1S mn nq 
since Dnq is one of the 1·ast· level matrices. 
Homer has proven in the appendix of his paper, (8, p. 512), that 
using the elementary column operation described in his algorithm is 
equivalent to multiplying two conformable matrices together. This 
fact in conjunction with the partitioning scheme previously described 
suggests a method for manipulating the matrix model such that the 
o· 
~termediate products may be determined and transformed into Boolean .I 
matrices in a st~p by step fashion. 
This method of manipulation is described below using the same 
matrix model S and the results obtained from multiplying the various 
report level matrices of this model together. The matrix model and 
. '~~· ... --•: . '. ,~ 
·II' 
"\ ·" the sequence of multiplications are shown below for reference. 
. .. ~- ·- - ·- :·------·--:··- ··---------- -- ... ---·- ---- - --··'· --· ·-
·<'. 
- -·'· . - .: -~. 
~------ ,- . - - - _____ , .. _, _____ ------- - -
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·Z 
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In this example, there is one intermediate product, ACmp• which 
must be identified and transformed into a Boolean matrix. Using the 
"sweep-out" process of Homer's algorithm, the matrix model appe$rs 
as follows after sweeping out Cnp and Dnq; i.e., multiplying~ 
times Cnp·-and Dnq respectively. 
S'= 
Arnn I ACmp + Bmp I ADmq 




I znp I znq 
---t--~-- - - +---
,: :., 
The product AC appears in the second column, however, it ha·s 
. mp 
b·een added to Bmp and AC is not explicitly identif'ied. 
mp However, 
the matrix (AC +B)mp may be transformed into a Boolean matrix since 
Bmp was a Boolean matrix to begin with and it is only desired to show 
which m inputs are' icttially recorded on the p outputs. The relation-
ships expressed in Bmp are not lost in this transformation. 
Transforming (AC + B)mp into a Boolean matri.X-8.hd conti]l~fng the 
w 
sweep-ou~- process; i.e.; multiplying · .. (AC + B)B mp times Epq. and.· adding 
---·--··-···------.- -· -·····-r·-- ~; "·-·· 
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.---------·-·-. .-----.. ---1 -----------------
" 8 (AC+ B) mp . . B ADmq + ((AC +- B) E)mq I I --- __ __, ___ _ T • 
~.;._.----~----=-I . If 
·s· .. -· 
~-· . I 
I znq 
- --
' --- +- - -- - ,.;..; -t- -
------ - ----.~ 
' 
. ~-
. " The solution area of S; i.e., 
I 
I 
the matrix AD + ( (AC + B)BE) 
mq . mq 
" 
. 
S shows the numb.er of times each input is actually available to 
each output .• 
. . 
of 
The basic difference between the above sweep-out procedure and 
Homer's algorithm is the order in which the nonzero entries to the 
--y1·ght of each -1 entry are swept out to zero. His algorithm sweeps 
OJ..t.t: the nonzero entries one by one beginning with- the lower most -1. 
The' prcedure described above sweeps out the nonzero entries one by 
one also, but by submatrices beginning with the upper left -I sub-
.matrix. This method of sweeping out the nonzero entries allows the 
. 
' 
' intermediate products to be determined and transf armed into Boolean ':\ . . . 
mat.ric·es . 
', . '" . 
The above procedure may be applied to any s:i,ze matrix· S wj, th 
apy number pf -I submatrices. 
C, 
T:imes Available Algorithm 
Homer's algorithm may be modified to reflect the procedure 
described in the last section. This modified algcrritlun, referred to 
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rth business f unc.tian ._ 
S - the matrix model. .. 
1 .. Establish a row for each di and ~ in the information system. 
•.'• 
3. 
" Establish a column for each Rit and Br- in the information 
system. 
Insert a 1 in each cell to represent an item of data 
appearing on a report, one r~port used to produce another, 
and a report used to perform a business function. 
lnsert a -1. into each cell formed by the intersection of 
identical r·oW·$: and columns. 
S-. Fill all 0th.er ce1I:s with O. 




a. Remove any column containing only zeros. The corres-
ponding report or business function i~ outside the scope 
of the information system. . ,: 
·b. Remove any column who.se only nonzero entry is a -1. r • 
( The component represent.ed by this column is actually· an 
_input. 
c. Remove any row whose only nonzero entry is a -1. The 
component represented by this row is actually an output. 
/" 
d. If application of the above four rules remove both the 
:row -~nd column representing the· same component, this 
indicates this component is not a member o,;f the system 
being analyzed. 
. '·• - ~--·~"•"' • I -Identify the s-olution area as the group of cells formed by· 
.intersection of -input .rows and output columns. Tb.e. input 
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rows and output ce>lumns .are lines of- the· matrix which do 
not contain any :1 entries. 
8 •. Reorder the rows and columns of S forming an upper triangular 
submatrix with all -l's on its main diagonal in the lower 
~ 
left corner and making the solution area contigious. 
' 9. Partition the matrix 'model into four quadrants such that 
• the lower left quadrant is the solution area of the model. 
10. Partition the upper triangular submatrix into -I sub-
matrices along its main diagonal beginning with the upper 
. ,left -1 entry and proceeding down the diagonal. Form the 
:;i.1. 
firs~ -\ submatrix as large as possible then the second, 
the third, etc. as large as possible too. The size of each 
-I submatrix is determined by the l entr.ies in the upper 
, part of the upper triangular .subma.trix. The size of each 
-I submatrix may be 1 x 1 or larger. 
Consider the number of -I submatrices formed in step 10. 
Attempt to reduce this number by performing the eleme~ary 
\.._ 
operation of interchanging parallel lines, still maintain-
ing the upper triangular relationship, and repartitioning 
the upper triangular submatrix accordingly. The number of 
-I submatrices i~ minimum if:.. (a) this quantity cannot be . ·,~-.,#' 
reduced or (b) this~number remains the same, but it is 
possible to increase the size of one -I -submatrix while · 
. -· ---'~'. . 
decreasing the size df a.nother or (c) only interchanges of . • 
\, .. 
. ' . 14.' J,,. r,ft-l!t. . 
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If condition (b) of step 11 occurs, check the submatrix adjacent 
• 
to each -I submatrix beginning with the uppermost -I submatrix for 
any rows that contain only zeros. If any row contains only zeros, 
shift this row downward into the next -I submatrix and let it 
become the last row in this submatrix. (The corresponding column 
must be shifted·to the-right· also.) 
but the last -I submatrix. 
Continue this process for all 
13. Let the partitioning lines of the upper triangular submatrix 
extend vertically and horizontally throughout the matrix model S •. 
14. The ·number of report levels is equal to.the number of -I submatri-
ces plus I. 
15. Sweep out process: 
a. Select the left uppermost -I submat~ix. 
b. Sweep out the nonzero entries to the right of the -I sub-
I matrix to zero by adding a multiple of the appropriate column 
with a -1 in the row cell corresponding to the nonzero entry 
to be swept out. 
. c. Transform the submatrices in the upper left quadrant above 
the swept-out submatrices except the solution area into· 
Boolean submatrices. 
d. Sel·ect the next -I submatrix and repeat b. and c. above. 
Continue until all submatrices to the right of the -I sub-
·matrices have been swept-out to zero. 
16. Read the number of times each input is actually made availab1e to 
each output in the solution area; 
.. 
.. J 









To j.llustrate· the manipulation portion of th.e algorithm, step 15 
is applied to the original matrix model S after it has been partitioned 
in the Partitioning Method section .of this chapter. The matrix model 
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Since there "'""~ are two -I submatrices, one more pass of steps 15·. 
.. 
and 15. • required. s ~ppears as follo'l{s after this pass: c. 1S 
R11 R31 R12 822 R32 R52 R21 R42 B1 B2 B3 B 4 
I d1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 4 2 2 I 
• 
I. 2. d2 1. 1 1 l 1 ·1 1 :3, 4 2 3 I 
<, 
d3 0 1 I 1 1 0 1 ·.O· l I 3 2 2 
I 
d4 1 1 l 1 1 I 
1 0 ·2· 2 3 2 3 
d 5 (): Q l (j 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
:I 
ds ·o 0 t 1 0 1 1 .0 1 1 2 2 2 •. f 
d7 Q, 0 I ·o . ' 0 0 0 :o 0 I 1 l 0 
I 'lo. 
s 
- R41 0 0 I 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 
Rs2 0 0 






- - - --
. I 811 -1 0 I ·o 0 0 0 o· 0 0 0 0 0 
I I 
R31 0 -1 I 0 0 0 ·o ,y 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- -
- - - - - - - -
- -
- - - - - - -I I 
R12 0 0 -1 .. Q 0 0 0 ,f 0 0 0 0 ,. 
R22 -o· .o I _O· -1 0 Q, 0. r () 0 0 0 . I I 
I' r R32 0: :o 0 0 -1 ·o Q :() 0 0: () . ;, . ' . ' 
I l R52 Q: 0 I 0 0 0 :l :C) :()_ 0 .(l 0 ' . 
I l 
821 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 -1 I ·O 0 0 0 
The "solution area" is outlined with double lines. The number of 
report levels in this example is three. 
For a comparison of the results obtained from this proposed 
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R42 Bl _B2 B3 B4 
-
d1 1 2 4 2 2 
:.,,· 
d2 2 .3 :ij 4. 4 -., 
d3 1. 1 3 2· . . 2 
··,.,.'. 
d4 2· 2 5 4 ·4 
-
d5 Q: 1 1 
-0 :0 
' .. 
d6 :1 1 2 i: ,2 2 
d 7 0 ·1 1 1 0 
R41 0 .2 0 0 ':2' 
•· 
R62 0 ·1 0 0 0 
Nette that both solutions do show which inputs are made available to 
- ~, 
each output. The difference in these two solutions however, is that 
the proposed algorithm computes tne number of times each input is 




puted the number of possible paths. A check of~each input-output cell~ 
... _ .. 
will show this to be true. As one example, d2 is made available to B2 
fou·r times through reports R21 , a12 , a22 , and R52 • However, there are · 




















































~.J CHAPTER VI 
.r:-· 
t> 
' Application of the Matrix Model to a· 
Realistic Information System 
·~ 
Jnt reduct ion 
The purpose of ·this chapter is to describe ~ tri~l application 
.of. the matrix model to a realistic information system. The intent 
of this appl;i.cation is to test the defini,tions and algorithm proposed 
in Chapters IV and V respectively and to observe how the matrix model 
behaves for a realistic information system. 
T:he l_nf9:rmat-ion system data used to test this model had been 
~<:ill.ec.te.d· for a previous study not qonnected with this thesis. 
A,c.-c.ording:lY, the testing of the m.od.el component definitions is 
d~i.re:ct.ed to visualiziQg, the :inf.ormation system and classifying its 
·(fa.ta in preparation for constructing a matrix model. 
Information System Description · 
... The inf orm~tion system ~e1:ected for this application is the 
• I 
.formal information sy_stem. ·of a manufacturing department ... This depart-
)nent is p.rimarily. an assembly and wiring shop. Input materials· to 
this shop ar~ fabricated parts and· subassemblies. The output is 
finished units which are packed-and shipped. The operations per-.,. 
formed by the workers in this shop are assembling, wiring, process 
checking, testing, and packing. The purpose of the information 
system is to ass:i.st the shop supervisors to. control production out-
put, qu_ality performance, ·and to supervise the shop personnel_. 
- . 
\ 
f''' ' \' 
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Application of the Matrix M·odel to a· 
Realistic Information System 
•-.:. 
The purpose of this. chapte~ is to describ~ ~ tri•l application 
of the matrix model to a realistic information system. The intent 
of this application~is to test the definitions and algorithm proposed 
in Chapters IV and V respectively and.to observe how the matrix model 
behaves for a realistic information ~y_st·em. 
The informati~system data.used to test this model had been 
collected f·o·r a previous study no~ connected with this thesis. 
Accordingly, the t¢sting of the model component definitions is 
. 
. . d~::rec:ted to visualizing the information system and classifying its 
data in preparation for constructing a in~trix .model~ 
~ 
Information System Description 
The-information system select~¢ f~r this ~pplication is the 
:f.::9-:rµial i.nformation syste~ · of. a manufac~uring department. This depart-
met1:-t i;s: primarily an assembly and wiring shop. Input materials to 
th.i's- .sh.op · are fabricated parts and· subassemblies. The output is 
.l 
f..i:nished :uni ts which are packed and shipped. The operations per--/ 
~ formed by the workers in this shop are assembling, wiring, process 
checking, testing, and packing. The purpose of the .information 
system ;s to assi.st · the shopfupe_rvisors to .control production out-
,. ' 
·~-: 
















The data collected in this information system are processed into 
reports and these reports are distributed mainly to the section super-"!_\_!..: 
visors, department chief, and to others·.outside of ~he department. 
"I, The workers in the shop, however, also receive reports on their 
individual performance. 
•-.,v Data are collected continuously from the shop floor throughout 
,, 
each shift--two shifts are used. Reports are prepared daily, weekly, 
and·monthly from this data • 
. • 
A .feature of this .information system made it particularly 
,a-=ttra.cti ve for testing th~ matrix model. This syst.em has both ;a. 
manual data collection and _processing sy.-steµi and a11; on-line data 
collection system9 with the d.at·a. batched .pro~ess·ed .by a computer • 
. : ·. --~~-
.. 
This aspect should: te._s<t tl1~. mo.d.e1.s: .. abi.li ty to·. be independent of the: 
data proce~~in~media. 
Procedur~ 
the :procedure used in this application was to: 
l. Visualize the inf.:ormation system as depicted by the general ·' 
concept~al model (see Fi:gufe l·, Chapter IV). 
:2:· .. Classify t;he . information .system documents into source 
docurp.ents, report-s, and· actions (see d~finitions in 
Chapter IV). 
,. 
3. Select the separate data sets and the composited data ~ets 
from the source documents and from these data sets select 
.. 
9 The on-line data colleet_lon system~ is experimental and parallels the 
manual collection of quality data.· Reports generated from the on-
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.. , . 
, the basic·dat~ §~ts (see definitions in Chapter IV). 
Const:nuct two matrix .models, one model using the separate 
data sets and another model using·the composite data sets. 
(see Times Available algorithm, Chapter V). 
Manipulate both of these models by Homer's algorithm and by 
... 
., 
-the Times Available algorithm. (s~e Chapters II and V ... 
respectively). i 
Jr 
Perform an error analysis on the matrix models by comparing 
the data on the reports going to each bsuiness functions 
,. 
vis_u_a_lized. to: be. ·the :ppysic~l a..ct'1, vi.ty. The workers on this production 
:Line. :are data sensors. Th,e_y record production data manually onto 
_sqtlr_c;.e qocuments a~d specifically designated ope':rators, process 
:C:he_c;l<er's:, and testers also dial .qata int~ the on-line data collection 
.qev-±ces. :The data entered int·o the W.ormatio·n system reflects the 
:statO$· 9.£ the physical activity at t:h~. :tlme· .of collection. In this 
, 
·c.:~$.-~, ho particular problem- was enco.un:t:e:r¢d :...-in identifying hnd 
b6Unding the physical activity·. 
The orgainz~tion for this system was visualized to be the 
·man.u:facturing department. Accordingly, for the information system . t,: 
·ni_oqel the boundaries were selected to enclose this department. In 
. >1 
th·is .organization, the empl'oyees -engaged in production line work form 
-,--... --- _. ____ _._. _ _:_ ___ ....;. - -···-·· - ···- ·- _- -· . -· - - .. - -
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' ~ .. 
forming the next two echelons respectively. The next level of 
supervision and other departments that this department communicates 
with are considered to be outside these boundaries. (see Table I, 
Appendix B) • 
The data flow channel for this information·~'system is S9~~hat 
- .. 
complex since both manual and on-line data collection and processing 
.are used. Because of this, some difficulty was encountered in 
visualizing these two data processing methods as a single data flow 
channel. The main problem was separating the flow of data from the 
on-line data collection and computer processing system so that it 
I 
could be visualized independent of its data processing medium and 
viewed in the same manner as the manual system. To achieve this 
· separation, the punched paper tape on which data are accumulated was 
considered tp be a source· document. Thus, data ent~red by a worker 
~.:: 
irtto the on-line data collection system and accumulated on paper tape 
.... 
was assumed to be equivalent to a worker recording data on a source 
d·ocument. Also, reports prepared by the computer from this source 
-document were considered to be equivalent to a clerk manually proces-
sing repo!ts from source documents. N~ problems were encountered 
with the manual data processing systems. 
The flow of reports in the data flow channel was found to be 
· ~.to all three echelons in the ·Drganization;; namely the production line 
workers,· the section supervisors, and the depa,rtment chief. It may 
seem odd th,at the prod~ction line workers should receive reports 
















-concerning their individual productivity and quality performance. 
In addition, some reports in the data flow channel alao enter and 
exit through the organization boundaries. 
Business functions were found to occur at several points along 
·t:h:e data flow channel. Thirteen business functions were identified 
:in this information system (see Table VI, Appendix B). These we.re 
' ' 
identified by following the flow of reports in the data flow channel 
and using the propose~ definition of a business function. Accordingly, 
·the ~epartment clerk, section supervisors, and department chief were 
i-n_terviewed to determine what they did with the reports they received. 
No particular problem was encountered in identifying the business 
functions performed by the section superyisors and department chtef. 
The department clerk is primarily a data processor. Careful 
• 
analysis of his work, however, indicated that in _one case he was 
performing a business function which at first appeared to be a data 
processing function. Each wee1t the department clerk reviewed the 
Individual Performance Records of each operator and determined which 
operators were entitled to start-up credit . 10 He then pre·pared the 
Group Wage. Incentive Tally Sheet which ref lee ts his decision. The 
qepartment clerk d·oes not have approving authority for this function, 
but never the less, he uses data received from the information system 
~nd also standing inst~uctions to determine which operators·are 
entitled to start-up credits •. 
lOstart-up credits are additional .time elements gi-ven· ·to· an operator when wiring a unit for the firs~ time or wiring a unit for the firsr tim~ after a:.eertain number of days.have.passed since last wiring~ 
·this unit • 
.. ,.. . 
·,: 1,- ' -
. f.,-
.. ' 



















_ ... _,,,.. 
The production line workers were found to be business· function 
... 1 ' 
performers also. For example., an operator receives _a, report daily 
concerning his quality perf ormanc_e. He therefore makes a decision 
to maintain his present quality level or to try to improve it. 
The most difficulty encountered in identifying tb'e business 
functions was in discovering the busirie~ss functions performed by· 
members of the organization other than the supervisors. Careful 
analysis. of the apparent data processfng functions are required. 
Resulting from the business functions are actions which are 
_directed· toward the physical activity along the action feedback 
:Gb_:_anne 1 . No effort was made by th~s author to identify these actions 
or the parts of the phys~cal activity affected. 
-~· ~ . 
. "" 
- .. " .. 
Classification of Documents. Thirty-eight formal. documeQts ·were 
collected that are used in this information system. Typical copies. 
of these documents are presenteq in Appendix A; however, copies .. o:f. 
.several documents were not available. . . ',. 
'' '' In the latter case, . dummy 
documents are shown. These documents and the corresponding· prece-
I 
dence relationships, which are listed in Table II, ·Appendix·, ·B, were . . . 
· __ . --·· obtained originally through personal interviews wi tl;t the department 
clerk, section supervisors, and department chief. Seven of these 
docum_ents· are associated with the on-line data collection system· 
·and thirty-one are manually processed documents. ·. ,.. 
.,, 
These documents were classified in'i ti ally into two types; __ i.e., 
sour~_e documents and reports. The precedence relationships and the 
...>:"··•,'" ,. ..... , 
t, , .. ., •• ~ 
definition of source Qiacument were used ··as a basis, for· thish ... q1ass.if i;... 
cation. Each document on which data were r~orded for th\ first time 
• ': l." ~ ··-
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when initially collected was classified as a source document. The 
precedence relationships were found to be helpful in making this 
classification since these relationships pointed out those documents 
that appear first in the information system1,• Several examples of 
~ 
source documents in this information system are: 
1. Data Tape (Daily) - a source document on which data entered 
- into the on-line data collection system 
are accumulated. This source document 
is a punched paper tape. 
' 2 ... ,_ Glock Time· Ca,rd - a source document on which an empioyee' s 
arrival and departure times to artd from 
> his.or her work area are recorded respec-
ti vely. 
·:a.· Ins-pection Defect Record - a sou·rce document on which quality 
defect data are recorded . 
. II, All other documents were grouped temporarily as reports. With the 
assistance of the precedence relatioriships, no pa~ticu~ar problem 
was en-countered in. determining the source documents. 
Those documents which were not classified as source documents 
were analyzed to determine which-were reports and which were actions. 
Accordingly,~ the propose.<;l,:· ·definition of an act ion and the pre.cedence 
relationships were used to _make th!s classification. A document was 
classified as a report if it carried data that originated from the 
' physical activity. Otherwise, it was classified as an action· carrier. 
,.,··· 
_ ... _ 
.r 
:~. 
_ On~ asp,ect ·noted. in classifying documents- as reports ·or----act-1:ons was----·--------- _· __ -···-··---- .. ·-·--·---- · ---- · 
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that a knowledge. of the data flowing in the .syste~.·:·.wa·s·-::required to/ 
. • . - I • • '",. ·,, ,, 
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One do_cument .was noted to be s~rvin.g a dual purpose; ·i.e .. , an 
~- . 
. ,· . -~ -
., .. 
. .,. :, 
action and a repor .. t. This is the Plan~ed -~utput. report (see· Fi.gures 
A-25 and A-36, Append~x A}. This document was initially an-action 
'• 
resulting from a bu·siness function of planning the next week's pro-
duction schedule. · When production of the next week's schedule---·bcigan, 
this document then became a -report. The quantity of product shipp·ed 
daily is ~ecorded on this document f=--rom the Delivery of New Equipment 
report. As the end of the week, the total quantity of units· shipped 
are transformed into tot.al hours expended. · This ·report is theri.. used 
with others to prepare the Analysis of Lines i ·and 6 report .. . . . . Table II 
rl_. -
-··-
!" .• -, 
of Appendix B lists ·t;he classifications assigned to each of the · 
thirty-eight docum.ent:s. 
Both the set of sourc,e doc:um·e11ts and the set" of report_s were 
compared among themselves to:_ determine if any of these documents were 
. ;·,} . 
. ' 
of the same format. Two groups of ·reports were found to be similar 
', . 
according to the definition of format. These reports a.re: I:.isted in. 
.. . 
. ~ ' . Table III of Appendix B along with·· the data. sets they share -in common .• ·--· -~-• 
--~u.,.-.-,:,· ' . • ,,.•.,. . 
. 
For Group. l, the Individual Performance Raco.rd .is representative of 
all three of these reports. In· Group. 2" the In·spection Def-ect Record 
$ 
·i,; ' : . · • 
. · is representative of "both· repor~s-. The apparent rea_son that similar 
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source documents, Figures A-1 through A-12 of r Data Sets. 
Appendix A, were analyzed to select the data sets recorded on these 
documents. Both the separate di classification and the proposed 
.. composite di classification methods were used. 
·In the separate d1 clas~ification approa~h, a list of thirty-
five data sets was compiled (see Table IV, Appendix B). This list 
was obtatned QY .~is ting all of the diff erep.t types of entries made 
_, 
on. each document and groupi-ng like entries into data sets. For 
.• 
., example, the data set Operation or Function contains all of the 
4/),. 
various operatio.ns performed s.uCh as wiring, packing, af?S~mbling, and 
_testing. Some of the other ·dl:ita .. s.ets were Date, Time, Non-Production t• 
code:, and Product Code. 
U$ing the compos•it·~ .d,i C:.las:sif ±cat.ion approach, a total of 
s·eventEfen data set.s· were. coµip:iled.·. (:see Table V, Appendix B). These 
:qa.:ta sets ·dlffered .f.rom the separate: di elassified data sets in thatQ 
'· 
t:·•he. identification and quantative measure were joined. An example 
i..$ the Daify output·' per employee per operation per product code. 
Eacih list was .f~rther analyzed:to'select the basic data sets. 4,• .. A ·:· , • 
Abstract algebra r~l~tionships were written ·to determine corres-
pbndence among t~e data sets. The decision ~Dffi proposed· in Chapter 
IV were used to select the basic data sets. The s-eparate classifica-
tion method yielded twenty-four b~sic data sets and the composite 
· approach yielded seventeen basic data sets. 
Matrix Models. Two matrix ~Qdels of the information system were 
I 
constructed-9 (See Figures C-I and C-2, Appendix C). The initial 
construction of.each model did not pose- any major problems~ lt wa~ 
-- .. , 
•·:,. ~.-
,. • •Y' p~,~·••., • .,....,,~-,,...._·'"""'"I'...-,-, , .. . ~: 


















a matter of listing th~-dat~ sets, reports~ and business functions 
in the appropriate places and filling the matrix cells with l's 
·.• 
·according to the precedence relationships. One difficulty, however, 
.. 
was in locating the proper cell due to the size of the matrix. 
Several checks and rechecks were required to be certain that the 
matrix models and the precedence relationships were in agreement. 
..... 
Some difficulty was encountered in o.rdering the rows and columns 
{ . 
of the upper triangular submatrix of these models prior1'o partitioning. 
If· the reports corresponding to thes_e_ rows and columns were listed 
in· no: part.i.c.ular order, a considerable number of row and corres-
't#ihding. ·COlUlllQ· interchanges would be required to achieve· the minimum 
. , . 
"i1uniber of :....;J· submatrices. It was.: .:fdui:i,d, however, that the number of 
o: interc.hanges required could be· .·redu¢.ed .i.f: t_be reports were listed in 
qttj~r iccording to precedence. 
_.,. 
This information system was found to have six report levels--
the number of -I submatrices plus one. This may be verified by 
tracing the flow of data, initially recorded on the Delivery Tick~t; 
through six steps to the business funct:.=ions--the longest path in the 
system. The number of report leve·;i.§ i~i th~· same for both models 
~4nce the only difference is in the basic data sets listed. 
The algortthms (step 15 of the Times Available algorithm .and 
step 9 of Homer's algorithm) were programmed in FORTRAN to perform 
the manipulation of each model. (See AppendJx F). The computer time 
for the t_wo models (matrices of size 64 x 64) was 0.14 hours for the ··1\ 
Times Available algorithm and 0.08 hours for Homer's algorithm. The 
--·' ,. •,, ;.. .~ ..• --~- ................. -.-.-.,,' __ , ...... _ t '.h ,.- .;,•.,;. , ........ ,_ ....... ·~--··· -· -~·:··' ••• -.~ ........ . 
i. 
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30 31 32 33 34 35 -36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 ,, 
. ·.•. "i.' 
1 2,1 1,1 1,1 1.1 3,2 1,1 5,4 3,3 4..4 4114 1,1 7 .. 4 42 3.3 4.2 1.1 1.1 
I 
2 ' j 3.2 4.3 1.1 4.4 1-·1 • lJ l_ 1 
~ 2.2 2.2 22 
.d. 1 1 1 1 
. 
5 1,1 1, 1 l l. 1,1 3,2 lfl 5,4 ~3 4,4 3,3 1, 1 ·2~ 1,1 3,3 4,2 1,1 1,1 
.• 
6 1.1 3.2 5,4 1,1 4,4 1.1 Ll 
7 1 1 1 . 1 ~2 l 1 4.~ ~-~ 4.4 1 l 1.1 22 1 1 1.1 1. 1 
" 
. 
R ?. 1 l l 1 l 1 1 ~ ?. 1 -1 f;4 ~~ dd '?. ?. l l 7.4 2-1 1.1 1.1 
. 
'· 
I , . . . . . , 
9 a.' 1 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1 i1 2~ 1,1 1,1 2,2 1,1 -
·,. 
10 2.2 11. 
11 1.1 3,2 5.4 1.1 4.4 Ll 1.1 
12 1.1 3,3 1.1 ' . ; ~ . 
'-' 
13 1,1 3,3 1,1 
i. 
14 1,1 1,1 1,1 . 2,2 I, 1 1,1 2,2 1,1 
; ·., 
15 1.1 1.1 lJ. 2.2 1,1 ll 2,2 1.1 
16 1 .. 1 1.1 1.1 22 1.1 1.1 22 1.1 
17 1,1 1,1 1,1 2~ 1,1 1,1 ~2 1,1. 
18 2,2 22 C 
19 2,2 2,2 
20 1,1 ll lJ_ 1.1 1,1 2,2 2.2 1,1 2,2 1.1 
21 2,2 2,2 2,2 
I 22 1,1 2,2 
23 1.1 2.2 
- . . 
24 1.1 2,2 
I 
25 1 ·oT us. m 
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Fig~re 3. Model Solutjon Area, Separate·d1 
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former required more time than the latter because of the additional 
operation of transforming the intermediate products iRtQ Boolean 
matrices. 
(-
The results obtained from manipulating these two mod-els are 
,. 
shown below in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. 
' . 
Each nonzero diBr cell 
is filled with two numbers. The first number represents the number 
-of paths and the second number is the number of times each di is 
mfiicl:~ ~va_il~.ble to each B·r. In each nonzero cell:,_ the number of paths 
was found to be equal to or gr~fater than the numbe:r of times available. 
(This was exp~cted in view of the results obtained in Chapter V from 
the hypothetical model). For the .model using composite _di class if i-
cation, the _number of cells where the two numbers differed .were six. 
For the model usi.ng .s:eparate di clas:sif ication, the number of cells 
~-
where the two numbers differed: .w:ere: :P.iiletee~. This would be expected 
since the number of basic data :se:ts f.9r t-~~f :-s·e~ia::r.~te di class if icatio·n 
model was,~reater than the compos.ite a· .. class.i·:ftcat::ion model. Henc·e" 
.]. 
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Figure 2. Mode~ _s~._lution Area, Composite· di 
Classification. See F_igure C-1, 
Appendix C . 
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Figure 3. · Model Solution Area, Separate d1., Clflssification. See Figure C-2, 













An example of the result of classifying_ the basic data sets two 
different ways is illustrated below. Comparison of the two differently 
.. 
classified data sets indicates that they are equivalent even though 
\ 
the composite data set is more comprehensive. The composite classifi-
cation method, .however, was effective in reducing the number of rows 
of the matrix model (17 versus 24 for the separate classified data 
·sets). Also, the interpretat,st.Pn of the· solution area seems t.o be 
mo.re meaningful and easier to interprete since the composite basic 
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Separate di Classification 














N··umber of Times 
Daily output per employee per 
operation per product codell 
Quantity of defects per ~efect 
type per operator per shift 
per day reported by the process 
checker and. tester 
Employees' reasons for non-
producti~e hou;sll 
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• Since this information system was· relatively small, the Times 
Available algorithm solution was analyzed to determine how well the' 
matrix model represented the information system. {See Appendix D, 
-~ 
Tables VII and VIII). x" 
. ' 
For each output in the solution area, the reports going to 
these outputs were analyzed to determine if the basic data sets were. 
available as computed by the algorithm~ An error was counted if the · 
It,· 
c.·omput:ed ·number of times available and the actual number of times 
0 •• 
.availab:le, determined by inspection, did not agree. 
· A tot-al of· ·tbl.rty·7f.ive e·rrors was found in the model using· 
:'compo~_ite d·i. .data . .-sets and a total. of f.orty.-eigbt errors_·was. fo:uncl,. 
i_n ·the m9d:e:1 u-s1ng separate di data s:ets. In ·every case where an 
·e-r·ror w.as.· fo~nd·,-~the cause.,was due to ··data not. going forwai:d from the 
,'' 
it1R1it reports to the 9:u.tput !eg_orts· at· some report levels as it was 
: . ' . 
·.aSSll~eq to do . · 
• _f '. 
Thes_e. er.rors :repr~se~nt· paths that the model thought 
I'~ • I • ' . ' • :.• • ~ .~ ,.'I • , {" ·• : , 
.. /. 




··ex..i.~t:eJ(. but.:actually· did .not· ·exist·. 
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Conclusipns and RecoJlllilendatioµs . . . 
For Future. Study · 
'I 
Conclusions 
The objective of this tqesis was to study from theoretical and 
ope:rational points of view the generalized model presented by Homer. 
Accordingly, the model formulation was.analyzed, some improvements 
' 
were proposed, and the model was tested Qn an existing information 
.system. 
' As a result of studying the model, the following conclusions 
.w.ere drawn: 
1. The solution area of the model does not indicate the number 
of times each information system input ts made available to 
. . 
: each output. The correct· ~nterpretat ton would be that the 
,., .. 
solution area indicates the number of possible paths t'hat 
each information syste·~ input could travel to each output. 
:2:.. A limitation on the model is the assumption that all of the 








from an input document. · 
., 
.3. The number of report levels (as defined in Chapter IV) 
could be detE:rmined u1~iquely by ordering the report rows 
~ 
and columns of the mode1 according·to precedence and 
partitioning. 
4. The proposed Times Available algorithm did compute the 
., ; • l,) 
nwmber of times each information system ipput is made. 
ava.ilable to e·.ach 0\1,tput: 
( ··-" . 
" ". 
......... - -·;-··· 
;: 
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It ij concluded from testing the model on an existini infor-
mation system that: • 
•: 
·l. The model component definitions proposed were appropriate 
3 ... 
-
for the manufacturing department application treated in 
~his study. , The reader is cautioned,· however, that these 
definitions may not be operatiQnal for other information 
systems. 
The Times Av·ai1able algorithm was successful in deter-
• 
mining the number of report levels of the manufacturing 
d~partment' s ,informat.ion:. system and ·111 .. computing• the 1' 
number of times each information system input is made 
available to each output. 
The am.ount. of error ca.used.- .by the. invalid assumpt·ion 
that all data goes f9rw.a:r,.q ih the model was fol,lnd to 
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Recommendations For Future Study 
Time differences were not included in:~this model~ A. relative 
-time sequence notation (a superscript), however, has been suggested 
by Kircher and Kozmetsky to show thef·relative time that information 
arises or is made into a report (11, p. 277)." It is evident that 
time· should be included in the model in some fashion. This would be 
significant with respect to computing the number of paths and the 
number of times each input is made available to each output.~ If, for 
-!) ex:a_nipl~., input data were available to a business function f ram three -),,'\,. ' 
different reports which report wa_s it avail~ble from first? Does 
the data processing mechanism use data on a first come basis or does 
it wait until the data comes frqm· a specific report before preparing 
a1 output report? What effect ~o~s time have on the occurrence of 
' ' 
busin~s.s functions? An attempt should be made to devel<?,P the algorithm 
further to incorporate time. Also,· a t~chnique of :collecting data on 
the time relationships for the model would be required. 
,, 
· The general conceptual model developed in Chapter IV divided the I ~ -
• 
. 
. flow of documet;1t.$ in an information system into two types, dc-:.ta car-
\' 
., riers and. action carriers. This di vision was ~ecessary in order to 
r; . .... ~ 
:meet the consistency requirement of the model 'and to identify those 
,, 
~ocuments that carry data. It seems to this author that the feedback 
of ·actions is equally as important as the flow of data. An attempt 
should be made to develop appropriate definitions that would enable 
an analyst to use.the matrix model to analyze. the flow of actions and 
thus det~rmiije the parts of a physical activity that are affe~ted 









. · .. ,, 
80 
The matrix model as deve1oped. is primarily for analysis purposes~. 
l 
Changes may be made in this model and the effects obse~ved. An 
attempt should be made .to develop appropriate measures of effective-
ne~s for this model. Beginning with an ·existing information system 
model and these measures one could develop an ·algorithm fer achieveing 
an optimum information system. 
As pointed out in the conclusions, the accuracy of the model with 
respect_· to rep~esenting a realistic information system depends on ··•, 
. , 
~he assu~ption that all data goes forward. An attempt shotild be made :•.; ~ . . . 
t-o remove t~is ··limitation. For large complex models, one way of 
,. --c_h·eck·ing the accuracy is to compare each intermediate product sub-· · 
- matrix ·after. transformation .into a Boolean submatrix with the actual . .. 
. ._,· ' 
· documepts _··to determine if the appropriate d1· · are recorded on the Rk 
reports. If errors are found, the reports. c.oncerned could be sub-
divided and each subdivision treated as an. individual report. This 
would, of course, add additional rows ;and colu~o the matrix model. 
) 
1 ___ _ 
:; :\ . 





The r·mes Available algorithm developed in,Chapter ·v may ,be: 
·"useful computational po:i.nt of view in t-he parts ex-plosiod 
• problew. The following cbflnges are required however. . Let di . = 
9? 
input par~s, Rk = subassemb_lies, and Br = final as.semblies .· Delete 
from the algorithm the procedure used to transform intermediate 
pro(jucts. into Boolean submatrices (step: 15 .c.). Construct a matrix S 
i, 
·as described in the algorithm, except ·fill the ·matrix cells with the 
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r--equired for Br. Carry out the sweep-out process as described in the 
algorithm. When complete, the distribution of input parts di to 
subassemblies Rk and to final assemblies Br may be read from the 
.submat:rix a.hove _the -I upper triangular submatr,ix and the solution 
-area of the model respectively. · It is recommended that this 
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72 = Operator· :No·., 98 - Process Checker No. 
··,.: 
-~ 
2250 = Tfma, 20 = ·clock No~ ,. 
25 = Operator No.~ e = Poor Solder~ 1 = 
~~aritity, 924 = ~oor Wrap,, 3 =·Quantity, 
_., 98 = P~ocess Checker No. 
Composite Data S~t~ 
I 






Figure A-1.· Data Tape (Oaily) 
Source Document. 
Sample Print.out·. 
See Tables IV and V, _-
. Appendix B, for _data 
set selection. 
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OPERATION dg DESCRIP°TION OF d·. · .. P •. P. , APP • , 0 ET. , 0 R 1 Q 






INOI VI DUAL PERrOHMANC-£· RECORD 
0 A I LY OU TP U T d11 ,, 
TUE. WED. THU. FR I. SAT. SUN. 
;/- 1 q 
.~ 
l t/ . 
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DAILY PERFORMANCE RECORD 
• 
-
Operation· Mon Tu Wed ~Thur Fri Sat
 
Screw hinge to BD on FS, & Int 
Pack 501 wall mounts: 




#3 Zip strips 
Assemble Floorstands: " 
501 with rectifiers 
',·· 
.. 
501 without rectifiers 
502A3D without rectifiers 





Buzz rectifier wires 
'~i 
Wire Floor Stands: 
501 units 
502A3D units 
502A4D units (' 
Add Zip strips 
Form rectifiers cables 
Pack 177A backboards .· 
Pack loose parts 501 
Pack loose parts 311 
Load pallet stp & strap wl Mt 
Load pallet stp & stp 311 & FS 
.. 
-
Mon Tu Wed Thur Fri Sat 
.. 
. \ 
Hours worked ' ~ 
. . 
. Daywork Q 
"' 
' Figure· A-4. Daily Performance Record 
Source Document. See Table 
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CLOCK TIME CARD* 
.. 
d1 Date 
ct1s Employee Na.me 
.;., 
dl~ Employee No. 
d -· 24 Time· Clocked-In 
d25 Time Clocked-Out 
-, 
:'I>. 




·*: l:YPic~J Gopy. ·not ·available .. 
i 
... ,_---,--·-- -






























. •, "· 
·1,..,:r-•.. 
89 
~ELIVERY TICKET 21 
MEMO COPY 












BY · FROM 
,-_:· 
.3 // ,4• lo J) 
~-
1.(- 5-•. I: j 
. .I~. _· . ,_~t.1-
,. ., 
.CQNVf./?. 




C. t{l fl :R· & EP. 7 ··. d 
no'' -@··-_:-·, . R...... D.--•· if- .o: . .. . . · .. · .... .•.. z:; F\· 
l~ • 
·-~. .. :.·. 
.~Sr·. 
. ' ~-. 
.. 
,Th•:·aamUton Aatowraphl a 
· 
. o .,1,11w Co., HamlltAln,,-Obi. 
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' d· 15 
INSPECTION DEFECT RECORD 
. KEY EQUIPMENT PACKAGES -- 5886 
Un:i; ts processed 
entered ·here • 
d23 -0 10 
4 dl a d1s !'NSPECTOR SHIFT _ CODE ,Dr~ . -
· OPER'1fTOR NO: a24 . T I I I I I l - I · I- -, I 0:;.: DESCRIPTION U?.A CODE ' IJ l M •. •. 
·-INSECURE, NO.SOLDER 
0 
·els 42 100 LESS THAN 4 T.URNS 
SCR.CONN. LOOSE 1 39 50 
·, 
WIRING REVERSE 2 38 5 CJ 
. 
WIRE MISSING 3 37 50 
WIRE BROKEN •> 4 jQ 50 
CLIP PINGS, S PL_ASH 5 45 I 0 
' ' 10 POOR SOLDER 6 ) 41 
IMPROPER SCR. CONN. 7 
\- I 39 .1 I 0 • 
SCR. BURRED. 8 1.1 I 0 
" . 
WIRE NICKED • 914 32 I 0 
. 
.. 
DRESS - TAP!NG 915 31 1 0 
-~ 
. ' SOLDER CROSSES\. 916 ' 40 50 
' . 
DAMAGED WIRE OR INSL. 917 32 I 0 
" 
WIRING INS. BACK 918 32 10 
WIRING INS. NOT TRIM 919 41 I 0 
"'~, POOR WRAPS 924 63 1 0 
' . 
WIRE SLEEVINGWRG.MISS. 925 35· ., 0 
CLEARANCE 926 





SJAMPING MISSING ... 
' 
17 
STAM.PING INDISTINCT .. ,;, 18 
. DE.SIG, STRIP WRONG 16 
DESIG. STRIP MISS ING 17 
DESIG. STRIP ALIGNMENT 
' 18 
ASSEM, APP. WRONG 4 
-
' 
ASS EM. APP. DAM. - MAJOR \ l 
' 
. 





ASSEM. APP. MISS. - MAJOR . 
-
' . 
.. ' 4 
ASSEM. APP. MISS.-· MINOR 
" .2 ''., 
AS'SEM. MTG. SCR .. MISSING 4 .1 
MTG. SCR. LOOSE - 4 .1 
> 




MTG. SCR. BURRED 1.1 
. FINISH DEFECTS ' .... ' 53. 
' 1:-
DIRT. FOREIGN MA TL. • ' ' 2 , 
-· 
' . , 




TAG, SIGNATURE ' 
, ....... 
: ! . 7 
- 'Figure A-:7. Inspection Defect·Record 




IV ind V for data set selection • ,; 
·-
































QUICK CONNECTS --- PEFECTS 
Operator· W. E. Sample : ·· ,. Date· 12-25~64 
Shift 2nd 
___,. Wire Miss. 
Connected Wire 
Units Wrg. Term. Reversed 
















Units Processed 50 
. 
Wire Insul. Long Bu.rrer 
Broken Dress Defects Ends Screws 
. .. 















50 10 10 10 10 
Quick Connects -- Defects 
Source Document. ~ee Table~ 
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INHERITED DEFECT RECORD 















Loose Terminals 1-.. Cracked Conn. 








Ke~ Telephone Unit 
Wrong Wiring 
Missinir 207C Cov. 
. 








Re-Test eel Units 
. ....._ ,. 
·"\, 
..... 









. : .. 
' 
.~·--·····Figtlre A-9. Inherited Defect Record, -
Source Document. See 
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·< ·: . 
• 
DEPARTMENT REPORT QUICK-CONNECT PRODUCTION EXPECTED 33/DAY 
Date _dl 
• 
ame 1. R 
·Q 
• • ·? • 





Martin 17 16 
- ....... Cunningham 15 18 
Waters i •.. 17 16 
-- . 
Braswell 17 16 
Hill 17 16 
Jackel 
·- 11 10 
Cunha 
. 17 16 . 
Sanocki 16 14 
1; 
- Dono strap 119 9 7 
r Jay " 9 10 
Minarik 14 13 
Pello 16 16 




Conn~ct Produ~tion Expected. 
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. Inventor~ W·brksheet 
:source Document. Sample. 
See Tables·IV and V for 
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-P~ E. · 
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'I DATE T.IME I DEPT. 
D. I.,. F • EN.FORCED MILITA~"( 
co~ IN.JURY JURY DUTY 
. "f:?ISCIPLINA.RY OTHE~' 
- --·' .....:..C·· . 
.. :{· 
d d' .,, :_,3:4 ·7 '. ~ETU RN.ED TO \'!{.(?Ff ...... ·--------------------- -.....:.. ....... ..,,;,.....,;.;....,.._;...__..;,,. ___ _.;_ ________ --------------------------CATE TIME WORKING CAYS LOST. 
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., •. , .. ' ~··.- :\J...;,_ ..... ' ,.: ,11: 
·-.· ,. __ . ~- ·- -· .-
,:-· --···-- -· ' ' .. /- .. - ·. 
,. !. 
--- . ---·-=c -
·. '-_ . . . . _.··-
:-. ; ... ·; 
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.( : ,,:-,., .. 
This· copy to .·next level of supervision on first doy of absence. 
Figure A-12. Report 
Source 
IV and 
on Abs·ent" Employee 
Document. See Tables 
V for data set selection. 
: .. ,;; 
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·1\ Figure A-13. Dat~ Tape (CO!isolidated Weekly) 
printoµt. Sample 
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- OPERATOR RECORDS FOR "FRIDAY 
.. 
' \ 
Time Product Operator · Tim~ 
i 
0720 Waiting Paulk 
0725 501A2 ' Rutkiewicz ; ... ·. 
0735. Arr. Late Grimes 
0745 311Al2 Rock 
0750 .311All Paulk 
..... 0755 · 501A4 Rutkiewicz •. .~··, "' -
.. 
··'"''" 0800 . . No -Record Rock , . 
.. 
. ; ' - ._ I} 0805 501A2D ·Grimes 
·0815 311Al4 - Rock 
"'- ' 0820 3kkA13 Paulk 
0830 501A3 
•l_.(_ Rutkiewicz 
0835 501A4D Grimes 
0845 311A1D Paulk 
0855 501A2 Parks 
0855 3l1A2D Rock. 
0855 501A2 Grimes .. 
0910 501A2D Rutkiewicz 
0925 501A3D Grimes "I.' 
0930 3l1A3D Paulk 1-.. 0935 311A4D Rock .. . 
0940 301 Type Parks 
0945 Halt. Wdrk Parks 
0945 501A3D Rutkiewicz 
0950 502A3D Grimes 
0955 311A6D Rock 
... 1005 Halt. Work Grimes 
1015 ,311A5D Paulk .. T • 
1025 502A4D Grimes 
1025 501A4D " Rutkiewicz -
.1030 Trouble ·· Gri:flle s 
1040 311A8D Rock' 
1045 Trouble Parks 
1055 
-~ 501A3 Grimes 
-·~ 1100 311A7D Paulk 
1135 .. Halt. Work Ro~k. 
1145 502A3D Rutkiewicz 
1150 501A3D Grimes 
.-f 
1155 502A4D Parks 




-c:"" ,.. Figure A-14. Operato,r Records Report. 
., Sample. \ 
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Quality Report For F;rtd~y 
:r:irst Shift 
J! Roglieri _ 
~01 and 502 Typ~ Unit~ 
Regular Operators 
OP 13 










. . ... 
··Times Allowa·ble 
All OPS 
No .. Insp~- 18'5 .. 
Deme·ri·t s "Ai.-l.o~ed 
Solder, Turns 
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-.. _so·· 311A-ll 732 12.:..v 21 33 
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Figure A-20. . Maj o.r Quality Defect Report: •.. 
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lI l I_I l III . IV 1 
VA 111 88 109 
130 108 124 97 
113--117 117 113 
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128 114 119 140 
· 132 97 105· 101 
· 64 76 81 58 
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2I 2II 2 III 
_2 IV. 
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107 113 115 100 
108 121 128 126 
124 108 119 113 
127 132 127 127 
· 105 108 102 78 . 
94 113 122 111 
64 93 91 90 
107 109 109· 101 
95 99 105 99 
'\b . 
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(Q, ·Descrip.tlq1t · 
Assembly and wiring production line 
. . 
including test~ng, inspection, and 
packing functions. Associated ~ith/ 
this line are operators, process 
checkers, testers, and packers who 
transform an input of -piece parts 
-and subasS'emblies into finished units •. 
Friur major products are produced with 
three of these products having a 
. ' . 
~ariety of product codes . 
.r. 
::fdanti,f·~ct·uring shop c>.r d~:part_ment _. i 
··This- organizat:i,o.n has 96 employees 
.. 
engaged in the manufacturlng process, . 
. _l department cl.erk, 4 supervisors, 
and a department chief. Two shifts 
are used. 
-~ 
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· Daily Performance : ~· 
·Record 














. ~ Document Classification 
Precedence·Relationship 
Accumulates data entered into the informatiqn 
I system through the on-line data collection \ i 
devices daily. , 






document daily. U.sed. for B 2 , B4 , and B7 • 
Testers- en·ter data on this document daily. 
Used for B2, B4, and B7. 
Packers enter data on.this document daily. 
Used for B 2 , B4 , and B7 • 
All employees enter data,-on this document 
daily. Used for B8 • 
.... 
Quantity of units shipped from the departme·n-t 
is .. entered on this document. 
Process checkers record qua~ity data on. this 
document daily. Used for B3. 
Process checkers record quality data on this 
document d.aily. Used for B3. , · 
Testers record inherited defects on this ~ 
document daily. Document is sent to a depart-
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-A-11. I Operator Records 
A-15. 












Table II (cont.) .. 
.. 
·Precedence Relations.hip 









Initiate~ by the employee's supervisor on first day of absence. Document is completed when the employee returns to work. Used for B 8 and B9 • 
Prepared by .. accumulating all of the data ·frooi the five Data Tape (Daily) source documents for the previo~s week. 
•, 
\ Prepared from the Data Tape (Daily) each day'.' Used for B4. (. 
Prepared from the Data Tape (Daily) each day .i Used for B1 , B3 , and B5 . 
·ij.eport - Prepared dai·ly from~ (1) Individual Perform-ance Record, (2) Testing Perfor.mance Record, (3) Daily Performance Record. Used for B6. 
Report Prepared weekly from: (1) Clock Time Card, (2) Individual Performance Record', (3) Testing Performance Record, (4) Daily Performance Record. Used· for Bg. 
49 14. 





























Table II (cont.) 
Type 
Prece4en6e ~elationship 
Report ~- ~ Prepared c1a1·1y from a day's accumulation of 
Delivery Tickets. Used for Bs and B10.· 
;', Report ·Prepared weekly from the Data Tape (consolidated 
A-20. Major Qual.i ty l)efect Report. 
for the week). Used for 83 and 85. 
·Prepared weekly from the Data Tape (consolidated 
for the week). Used for B5. 
. ' 
,, 





. , I --~ 
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, ·. . -_· . . A: .... 24 • . i...i-~ . '" '~ .. ·. '• ; -~·-.-~ •. - _r.) -At.tendarice Rect>rd· 
. . Ci • 
. . . ·- . " . 
>Planned. Outp·ut -·_ A-25 . . I • • 
. '": ,- . ... . \ 
.. ' ~ .,· ::: : (Dummy) (Th_e- Planned . ., ,:'.-;· !-. ' 
:; · ; '. ' •i · i': · · 01.ltput is a dual pur-
-7 · : · · · • , · po Se document.·. One 
. ! ' ' _,:' ''.> ' ' (\ ,, ~ ; • < . 
,· :··', ·'·. r > .• . ' ; ·,par.t reports data·'and 
j . ·,··.,;:_·f:f(·:;( ,:.~ ~ ~' j:!J;i~!-~~r part' is an 
• . • . ''i ~ -,. •' !,· :;,.; .. .·· ~-
-;:: J,: ·•• ·';: f~· ;;_. 4.; . \. f. ·-·,.; J : •. -. ~ .r -.. ·: . 
"t. · ·r 1 ~- •• . :~f· ·~r ' :-
:- t 
• . ~ . 1,: 
... :, ~- . 
J. :' ' 
·_- § ... . ~ ... ~- ~ 
.. 
·,r. 
_''.\ta" .• : ,;: . .i ;fl. •. ' ,~ ;" ' ', ' { 
":.) 
. 1 . . . 
. . ' . ..: ' . ~ 
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, ... - •' 
.;,· 
·-·:.: 
Prepared week;ly from the Data T-ape (¢onsoliqa,ted 
for the week),· Used for 84, , 
... ·1 Prepared weekly from:. (1) Individual Perfonn-
ance Record,. (2) Tester's Perfonnance Record, 
(3) Daily Performance Record, Used for 8
4
. 
Prepared weekly from the Inventory Work Sheet., 
Used for B10. 
Prepar~d weekly from: 
employees, (2) Record 
for Bg and Bg. 
(1) Report on Absent-
of ·Hours Worked. Used 
Prepared :from the DeliverY of New Equipment, 
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Analysis of Lines 
s',. 








· "Credit Memo : 
·Recovery Hours 
Group Credit for 
Day Work 
E1quipment Shop Pa,y 









:T·able II ·(c·ont.) 
Type ~ Precederice Relationship 
Report Prepared-daily from the Daily Quality Summary 
with entries made weekly from the Major Quality 
) Defect. Used for B1 and B3. 
:R~port 
• Prepared weekly from: (1) Group Credit .for Day 
.. Work, (2) Credit Memo: Recovered Hours, (3) 
l Plann~d Output (Dwnmy),· (4) Inventory Report. 
Used for B11 • 
Prepared from the Analysis of Lines 1 and 6 0£ 
KW25B Report. Used for B11·· 
-Iteport · Prepared from the Inspection Defect Reco·rd. and 
sent to the Inspection Department. 
l{eport ., Input report from outside the boundari~s. 
" 
. t 
Re.pq:r.t· · ._ Input -r~port f:rom ou.iside the boundaries. 
Report Input report .·from outside the boundaries. 
r' I , 
, Report Prepared weekly from the Record of Hours Worke·d 
Repo:r:-t and sent to another department. 
·,. 
Report Prepared from the Daily Production Output 
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Master Line Up Action 
... 
· Planned Output Action 
Attendance Int·erv.ieVcl Action 
Group Wage 











Table II (cont.) .. 
. ~. 
Precedence Relationship 
Re·sult of a business function. in the Production 
Service Department and sent .to the Manufacturing 
Department . ., 
Result of a business function· :·fay~ tJ.1~ $ection, .. · 
" supervisors. 




*. See Appendix ·.A for correspanding ·document··s •: 
. . . 
** nfese numbers correspond to the 
Figures C-1 .and C-2 of Appendix 
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Data in Common 
Employee Name 
Operation 
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~ I ' 
















.. ·. :i 
·L. 
I. 
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Quantity of n·efects 
4 




Daily Output of Work Units 
Base Hours p~r Operation 
'\ Hours Worked, R. A. 
Hours Worked, No R. A. 
... 




' "' d3 ,..,_, d10 
' i 
·,d N dis .\ 4 -
d5 row d2s. -
. 












dg 3 . ,. 
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. .· .. · .. 
·;· 
Data Set 
Hours Worked, Othet 








Time Clocked. In 





TABLE IV (Cont.) 
= 
Relationship 
d17 . ,J d· 8 
dis~ d19 
dl8 ~ d21 
dlB ~ d23 
dl8 ~ d22 
. 
d19 ~ dl8 
d1-., d20 
dis "1J d21 
d.21·-., d23 
. dis r..J d22 











































'!'C, ... ;._·, 
t:i r 
,·.· . . 














Qua·nti ty Asse~bled (Invent.). 
Quantity·Wired (Invent.) 
Quantity-Packed (Invent.) 
Date and Time Absence ·Began 
• , . t· Da'te and Time Absence Ended 























* Number after comma indi.cates de·ci·sion .rule used ··fro select basic data set (see Chapter IV, pi37). 
• ' 
** 'rhese numbers correspond to· the in·put rows of the matrix model in Figure C-2, · Appendix C. *** -See 1Appendix A, Figl.lres A·-1, A-2, A-5, A-6, A-7, A-9, A-10, A-.11, · and A-12 for ,the source 
documents from which -these data ·sets--were taken~ 
\ 
.,: 


































































Selection of Basic Data Sets 
.Composite Classification 
Data Set** * 
Daily output per employee per 
~peration per product code 
Hours·worked with rates available 
per employee per day 
Hours worked without rates avail-
able per employee per. d'ay ) · 
Hours worked, day work, per, 
employee .per d·ay 
Hours worked, other, per 
employee per day 
Date and time employee bega.n 
• absence 
. 
Date and time employee .r~t·.urn.ed 
from absence 
Reason for absence 
·• 
Date and ·time e-mployee · clock.ed-in 
Datid and ... time employee clocked-out 
Quantity delivered per product· 









J/ta_sic Data Set 
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TABLE V (Cont.) 
Data Set 
_Quantity assembled per product 
code in in-process inventory at 
end of fiscal week 
"" Quantity wired per product code 
in in-process .inventory at end 
of fiscal week 
Quantity packed per prodtict -code 
in in-process inventory at· ertd 
of fiscal week 
" 
Quantity of defects-per defect type 
per operator per shift per day re-
ported by process checke~~or tester. 
f 
' Quant{-i ty of inherited-- defects per 
' defect type per shift per day 
reported by tester 




f. t "'. 
-·~ 
-:.·· 




















* Number after comma indi~ates decision rule used to select basic data set (see Chapter IV, p.37). 
** These numbers corresponc:l to the input rows of the matrix model in Figure C-1, Appendix C. 
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-Business Function*-· 
.<I 
. ; ~;. 
<Q' .. 













" List of Business Functions 
.. 
.., .. , . 
Description 
Decisions of an operator co_ncerning his production quality. 
Decisions of an operator concerning quantity of production output. -· 
-
•, 
Decisions of a supervisor co~cerning production quality of hi..s section or individual operatorso 
·Decisions of a--supervisor concerning quantity of production output from his section or individual operators. 
Decisions of a department chief concerning pro-duction quality of his,d~partment or .individual secti~ns or individual operators. 
Decisions by a department chief --concerning quantity -of production output of his department or individ-ual sections or ind.ividual operators. ~ .... ___ / 
Decisions by the department clerk concerning entitlement to start-up c.redit for operato~. 
-Decisions· by .,,.a. supervisor conc·erning employee attendance. - . 
Decisions by a department chief concerning 
. \ If employee attendance. 
Decisions by·~ depart~ent chief and- supervisors concerning quantity and type of unit to build each week. 
Decisions by a department chief and supervisors concerning differences between their pay credit . -figures for their department reported by another 
· organization. 
Decisions of supervisors concerning specific defect 
· types • 
.-£ 
. 




* .These business. functions ~re columns 34: tl)rougq 46 of the matrix models in Figures -C-1 and C-:-2 of Appendix C respectively . 
.. 
' ' ' 
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' APPENDIX C 
Realistic Informatio.n System 
Matrix Models · 
Matrix Model Composite 
Classification (. 
• • • • • • • • • • • . . . . ~ ..... ·.• . . ... -~· .. . .. .. . .. 
Matrix Model-Separate 
Classification 
• • • • •• • • 
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) ~- . j\ 
.···.- --:.·-
•. ;)• 
l)aily output per employe~ per .. 
l ooera t ion oer ox·oduct code 
Houri worked with rates.available 
2 I per emolovee oer day 
.._ 
Hours worked without rates available 
3 ner emolovee oer dav 
. 
Hours worked, day work, per employee 
4 oer dav 
Hours worked, other, per 
5 employ(!e per· day 
Date and time employee 
6 began absence 
Date and-time employee returned. 
7 from absence 
8 Reason for absence 
9 Date and time employee clocked--in 
1D Date and time employee clocked-out 
Quantity delivered per product 
11 code oe·r order no. per day. 
Quantity ass6mbled per product code in 
12 in-process inventory at end of fiscal wa:K 
Quantity wired per product code in in-
13 nrocess inventorv at end of fiscal week 
Quantity packed per product code in in-
1.1 orocess· inventory at end of fiscal week 
Quantity of defects per defe~t type per 
15 ~perator oer shift per day reported by nl"'nf'<>ss ,.1,.,.,.ker or tester . 
Ouanti tv ohf inheri t~d defecti;; oer de'fect 
type per sift per day reporte~ oy 
16 tester • .. 





33 Credit Memo: Recovery Hours 
34 r.roun Credit for Davwork 
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37 Delivery of New Equipment ,-1 
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1.1 3,2 l 114. 31::i 3 4 4 22 1.1 2.2 1.1 
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1, 1 2,2 l. l. 1, 1 2,2 ], 1 
1,: 1,1 2,2 1, l 1,1 42 1,1 
2,2 2 ,: 
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1, 1 5,4 i, 1 (4 
1,1 3,2 1,1 4,3 ~3 4,4 l,l l,l ~~ 1,1 
l .. 1 .l 
2,2 2,2 
l,] 2,2 
1,1 ~2 . 
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39 Inventorv Worksheet 
40 Planned Output (Dummy) 
:·a: D 
41 Data Tape (Consolidated Weekly) 
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49 Report on Absent Employee 
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~'. i~~t :·' 
50 Attendance Record 
,,;1 KW25B Renort 
52 Proce~s Control Chart 
53 Effici:encv Worksheet 
.fcl.. ~vo Week Analvsis 
~~ \Vnc,\• 1,, """ 1 -1.tv Summarv_., 
56 Dailv P~oduction Output 
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5!) Insoect ion Defect Record , , , . -1 1 . l ' 
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6-1 - USED 1 1 I 
Figure C-1. 
a = number of paths, b · = 
Matrix Model with Compos1ite di Classification 
See Tables II, V, and VI, Appendix B, for the 
input data, reports, and busitiess functions 
respectively, used in the model. .See Appendix 
E, Figures E-1, E-2, and E-3 for computer printout 
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3 Order Number 
d Inherited Defett 
S ""it N"mher 
6 Defect Code 
7 Non-Productive Code 
8 Emolovee Name 
(I f'ln<>rHt.ion or Ti'UOCtion 
1(1 Un""~" fnr Ab<:ence 
11 0 11antitv of Defects 
1!2 Time Clocked-In 
11 T;me Clocked ·Out 
14 Hours Worked. R. A. 
1 • Unurs Worked. No R- A. 
16 Hours Worked, Day Work 
17 Hours Worked, Other 
18 Date and Time Absence Began 
. 
20 Dailv Output of Work Units 
21 Quant it v Delivered 
22 Ouantitv Assembled (Invent.) 
2'~ 011antitv Wired <Invent.) 
2A o,..,"t.itv 0 ~cked (Invent.) 
25 NO'T' 
USED 
33 Credit Memo: Recovery Hours 
34 Group Credit for Daywork 
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f 1 Ll ill 11 3,2 l.115.4 3,3 4.4 4.4 1.1 7,414;2 3,3 4,2 1.1 f.l 
. . 





l,l 1,1 ll 11 3.21.l 5,4 3.3 ,l4 33 1.12.2 l,l 3.3 42 1.1 ll 
1.1 3.2 <;.J I 1 A ,l 1 1 1 1 
1,1 1, l 3,2 1, l 4,3 3, 3 (1 1,1 1,1 2,2 1,1 1,11,l 
2,1 l,l 1,1 1,1 3,2 1,1 5,4 3,3 ,1,,1 2,2 1,1 7,4 2, l l, l 1,1 
1,1 1,1 1,11,1 1,1 1,1 2,2 l, 1 1, 1 2,2 l. l 
-, 
J( 2.2 2,2 
1,1 3,2 5,4 1,1 4,4 1.1 1.1 
1,1 ~.3 1, l 
1,) 3,3 1,1 
1,1 1,1 1,1 2,2 ·! 1.1 Ll 2.2 l, l 
1, ] 1, 1 1,1 2,2 1, 11, 1 2,2 1,1 
1,1 1,1 1, l 2,2 1,1 1,1 2,2 1, 1 ' 
1,1 1,i 1,1 2,2 1,1 1, 1 2,2 1,1 
2,2 2.2 
... 
2, ~ 12.2 
1, l 1, 1 1,1 1,1 1, 1 2,2 2, 2 1,1 2, 2 1,1 
2.2 2. 2 2. 2 
1,1 2,2 
1,1 2,2 
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. See Tables II, IV and VI, Appendix B ,for tpe 
input data, reports, and business functions 
respectively, used in the model. See Appendix-
E, Figures E-4, E-5, and E-6 for the compu~er 
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0 4 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 ·O 0 0 3 1 
., 
0 0 0 '\ o· i:, 
0 0 ·- ~ 0 .. 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 (2 0 1 1 2 l 0 0 0 0 
1 0 12 0 l 1 2 1 ·O 0 0 0 
1- O' 2 0 1 1 ·2 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 2 0 1 1 2 l 0 0 0 0 
0 .,, a 0 0 a 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 
,'.; 0 0 a,-·· a a 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 ~~"1 
~',• .. 
J l 2 0 2 j' l· 2 l .Q o· 0 0 ' .'.; :l 
a 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 ::J ;..:; :,' 
0 0 0 0 0 Q. 0 0 1 2 0 0 
~ j 
., 
.} 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 ,,. ·, 
0 0 0 0 Q 0 a 0 1 2 0 0 ~,. 1 
tJ.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·o a :J .·j 
~; 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :,; ~ 
' 
·' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 0 ' J 
0 ;0\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 
'0 .. 0 0 ·o 0 0 d 0 0 0 0 'O 
0 __ Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. a 
0 0 0 0 Q 0 El 0 0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 o. 0 0 o· 0 ~ 0 0 ,1· , 0 







Solution area of the matrix model in 
Figure C-2, Appendix C. Times Avail-
able a~gorithm •. 
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Figu:r~ F-2 Ho1ner Modified ·Program. i 
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the· number of· ·rows in the matrix model 
- the -number of coluJ}Uls in the ~atrix model 
, Nit+ 1 
·' 
- column number of the·· first c·o1umn in the solution area 
- .the number of the last data card for loading the matrix· 
·' 
- set equal to l for matrix printout, 0 otherwise 
.. 
column number of the column adjacent· toi solution area 
row number of the l~st row in the solution area 
value of a nonzero a1 j cell (a 1 in th.is model) 
the number of each data card C for .loacli.ng. the !Ilatri.~ 
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FORMtflf « 5){ o IT 3 9 lt.X·o 3Q « H 3; lX)) 
FURMAT«l1H HOMER MODEL ) 
. . 


































. 00035 IND~HN0+30 









. WR I 1f E « 3 o 11 8 ) C ·J·, J ~ l S T , I N O ) 





I NO= K NJJ-0-30 
GOT03l6 
00044 IST=IlSV-0-30 
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. ,· . 1, 
·1 
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Figure F.:.1. -Ho!Uer Program~ . 
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" L=L-1 
I f ( _L - 0 ) 6 0 " 6 0 , 5 0 
00050 0055N=MCoNC 
DU55K=lvNR 
K6=Ki(H 9 l)~KACM,N) 




WR ff Tr lE « 3, 1 7 J 
00061 JTEST=NC-Mt 
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TABLE X ,. .. 
\ 
. . 
, PROGMM VARIABLES HOMER MODIFIED PROGRAM 
";.~~ 
I I 
(Times Available Algorithm) ,. -· 
~ 
NR - the number of rOW$ in the matrix model 
NC -~ 'the· number of columns in the matrix model 
numb .. er of the· last -row • the solution area 
- row 1n NSA 
KND - .the number of iterations required (equal to number of 
-I submatrices) ~ .. " 
LCD - ·the-number of the last data card for loading the matrix 
LRAY - set equal to 1 for matrix printout, 0 otherwis~. 
: -,. 
LSA - · col.umn· numb.er ·of· the columns adjacent to the solution area 
KEL - .value of a nonzero a .. cell ( a 1 in this model) 
• 1J . . 
KOUNT - the number of each data ·card for loading ·the matrix 





• /,~~ ,;""·'. • L 
.,1, 
·- :-· .~.· 
:· -- .--· ···,i.;~ '. - -.~- .•• 
C ;,_ :- • 
.. 
column n·umber of the last column + 1 of each -I s·ubmatrix 
.. 
···· column number of the ·fir:;t column • each -I submatrix in 
c<'!""' 
' . 
column number of last column.of submatrix to be transformed 
,.' • C 
into a. ·Bo.olean matr1x 
" 
tne number of·iteration (1 
., 
.. 
.... ,. ,. 'i . 
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FORTRAN LISTING 1410-FU-970 
~- c~ HUMEK MODEL MODIFIED 1,24,66 J F WILSON NONZERO ENTRY ARRAY 
·- C l M I: N S I C)~ K A ( l O O v l O O ) 
.·Q0005 FUR~ATC IJ, 139 I3ti 131113, 13, 13) 
C O O O 6 'F U R "1 A T ( I 3 11 l 3 11 I _3 o I 3 , I 3 ) i -
0 0 0 1 0 F UR ~ A if ( I 3 11 I 3 , I 3 , I 3 ) ~-
-O O O l 5 FURMAT(5X~13,1X,30(I3,1X)) . 
00016 FUR~AT(l7H HOMER MODEL ) •• ' • A, • 
0001.7 F0R~AT(29H HUMER MODIFIED SOLUTION) 
00018 FUR~AT(//9X,30(I3,1X)/) 
00019 FURMAT(lHl/////) 
0 0 0 2 0 · ~ t A D ( l , 5 )_~ R ,. NC , N S A , KN D , LC D , l RAV , L S A 
,J 
OU2 5 I = l, NR 
UU25J=l,NC 
ClO O 2 5 K A ( I , J ) :: 0 
' . 
'00030 RtAO ( l, 10) I ,.J, KEL, KOUNT 
KA(l,JJ=KEL 




.-00029 DU28J= l, LSA 
l=NSA+J 

















WRITE( 3,15)1, (KA( I,J),J=IST,·INO) / 
lf(l-40)40,38,40' 
00038 WRITE ( 3o 19) 





C O O 4 3 I 5 T = l S i -> 30 
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M=MR - ~ 
L=MC 
00050 M=M-1, 
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00085 CUNJHNUE ./. 
MC=MC-0-JQ 
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